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SHAWNEE STATE UN IVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Meeting Minutes
February 8, 2019
Call to Order
Chairperson Hartop called the meeting to order at I: 15 p.m. noting the meeting was in
compliance with RC§ l2 l.22(F).

Rol1 Call
Members Present:

Ms. Hartop, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Evans, Mr. Furbee, Ms, Hash, Mr. Howarth,
Mr. Watson, Mr. Williams, Ms. Heresh, Mr. Rappold

Members Absent:

Dr. White

Approval of the of the December l 4, 2018 Board Meeting Minutes
Mr. Evans moved and Mr. Edwards seconded the motion to approve the December 14, 2018
minutes. Without discussion, the Board voted unanimously to approve said minutes.

Approval of the February 08, 201 9 Agenda
Mr. Edwards moved and Mr. Watson seconded the motion to approve the February 08.2019,
agenda as presented. Without discussion. the Board voted unanimously to approve the February
08, 2019, agenda.

Consent Agenda
Chair Hartop directed the Board to review the following action items on the Consent Agenda and
asked if anyone wished to remove any items from the Consent Agenda:
I. Resolution F0J-19, Shawnee State University Development Foundation (SSUDF) New
Member Appointment
2. Resolution F04-l 9, Approval to Revise Policy 4.52REV., Leaves of Absence, Paid and
Unpaid
3. ResolutionF0S-19, Approval of Policy 4.73REV., On-Campus Education Benefits of
Adjunct Faculty
4. Resolution ASA0l-19, Approval of Amended 2019-2020 Academic Calendar
5. Resolution ASJ\02-19, Approval of 2019 Graduates
There being no objections, Chair I Iartop declared that items 1-5 remain on the agenda and were
therefore adopted by unanimous consent.
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Academic and Student Affairs Committee Report
Ms. Hash rep01ted on behalf of the Academic and Student Affairs Committee:
The Academic and Sh1dent Affairs Committee met this morning and approved the following
action items: Resolution ASA0 1-19, Approval of Amended 2019-2020 Academic Calendar;
and Resolution ASA02-19, Approval of 2019 Graduates. These resolutions were approved by
consent of this Board earlier in this meeting. The Committee also heard the following
information items:
I. Dr. Becky Thiel , Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, presented the Academic
Affairs executive report. The title of Emeritus Professor was conferred on Thomas Stead.
The report as presented by Dr. Thiel was entered into the record and is attached to the
minutes.
2. Mr. Eric Braun, VP for Advancement & Institutional Relations, reported on activities in the
division and that report is entered into the record and attached to the minutes.

Finance and Administration Committee Report
Mr. Watson reported on behalf of the Finance & Administration Comminee:
The Finance & Administration Committee met this morning and approved the following action
items: Resolution F0J-19, Shawnee State Development Foundation (SSUDF) New Member
Appointment; Resolution F04-19, Approval to Revise Policy 4.52REV., Leaves of Absence, Paid
and Unpaid: Resolution F05-l 9, Approval of Policy 4. 73REV., On-Campus Education Bene fits
of Adjunct Faculty. These resolutions were approved by consent of this Board earlier in th is
meeting, and
l. Resolution f0l-19, Amended Shawnee Advantage Principles (undergraduate tuition
guarantee program). Mr. Watson moved and Mr. Howarth seconded the motion to approve
Resolution F0l - 19. Without discussion, the Board voted unanimously to approve the
reso lution.
2. Resolution F02-l 9, Authorizing Board Chair to Execute an Addendum to the Interim
President Employment Agreement. Mr. Watson moved and Mr. Edwards seconded the
motion to approve Resolution F02-l 9 . Without discussion, the Board voted unanimously to
approve the resolution.

Reports from Board Liaisons with other Organizations
None

President's Report
fnte1im President Bauer highlighted the importance of commencement in the life of a university.
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Dr. Bauer provided an update regarding the ongoing reorganization to reduce expenses, while at
the same time making investments in marketing, recruiting, and curriculum delivery. He also
emphasized the challenge of reducing health insurance expenses.
The report as presented by Dr. Bauer is entered into the record and attached to the minutes.
New Business

None
Comments from Constituent Groups and the Public

None
Faculty Senate Report

Dr. Marc Scott, University Faculty Senate President, added support for the President's statement.
The report as presented by Dr. Scott is entered into the record and attached to the minutes.
Executive Session

one
Other Business

one
Adjournment

The Board was adjourned by acclamation at I :31 p.m .

Chairperson, Board o J'rustees

df:l:ste s

=-

RESOLUTION F03-19
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
NEW MEMBER APPOINTMENT
WHEREAS, as the sole member of the Shawnee State University Development
Foundation (SSUDF), the SS U Board of Trustees rati fies SSUD F policies and members; and
WHEREAS, SSUDF appointed a new board member at its December 13, 20 18 meeting;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of Shawnee State
University hereby affirms the appointment of Dr. John Whitaker to the Development
Foundation Board for the tenn expiring December 3 1, 2021.

(February 8, 2019)
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RESOLUTION F04-19
POLICY 4.52REV, LEAVES OF ABSENCE, PAID AND UNPAID
WHEREAS, on August 24, 2018 as part of an overall consolidation and update effort of
the Department of Public Safety policies, the Board approved Policy 4.82Rev ., Department of
Public Safety Leaves of Absences; and
WHEREAS, with the adoption of Policy 4.82Rev., provisions concerning leaves of
absences for the Department of Public Safety that were initially incorporated in Policy 4.52Rev.,
Leaves of Absences (Paid and Unpaid), are no longer necessary and are deleted; and
WHEREAS, to respond to current administrative matters. additional revisions to Policy
4.52Rev. are as fo llows:
•
•

Modification of Section 4.0 by replacing personal leave days with pro-rated vacation
for full time employees working less than 12 months; and
Addition of Section 4.13 permitting the University flexibility to temporari ly adjust
current vacation accruals in the event of a University closure for continuous pay
purposes.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOL YEO, that the Board of Trustees of Shawnee State
University approves Policy 4.52Rev., Leaves of Absences, Paid and Unpaid.

(February 8. 2019)

Shawnee State University
POLICY TITLE:
POLICY NO.:
ADMIN CODE:
PAGE NO.:
EFFECTNE DATE:
NEXT REVIEW DATE:
RESPONSIBLE OFFJCER(S):
APPROVED BY:
1.0

LEAVES OF ABSENCES ( PAID & UNPAID)
4.52REV
3362-4-23
I OF 14
02/08/19
10/2022
VPFA
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

PURPOSE
The Un iversity is committed to providing administrators and administrative technical
support staff (ATSS) with appropriate avenues to take tim e away from work assignments
and for the University to remain ful ly compliant with applicable regulatory provisions for
various forms of leave that are essential to the health and welIbeing of University
employees. This policy identifies the holidays that are observed by the University,
provides for the accrual and use of vacation, and defines the various forms of leaves of
absence (LO As) that are available. This policy does not govern Department of Public
Safety employees whose leaves of absence are covered by Po licy 4.82Rev.

2.0

HOLIDAYS

2.1

The following are designated University holidays:
Holiday

Date

New Year's Day

January I

Martin Luther King Day

Third Monday in January

President's Day*

Third Monday in February

Memorial Day

Last Monday in May

Independence Day

July4

Labor Day

First Monday in September

Columbus Day*

Second Monday in October

Veterans Day

November 11

Thanksgiving Day

Fourth Thursday in November

Christmas Day

December 25

'1
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2.2

The University will develop a schedule each year that w ill allow for designated
holidays to be observed. The two ho lidays marked w ith an asterisk (*) on the list
will be observed on the F riday after Thanksgiving and on the day before
C hristmas Day.

2.3

If any of the holidays as provided herein falls on Saturday, the Friday

immediately preceding s hall be observed as the holiday. If any of the holidays as
provided herein falls on Sunday, the Monday immediately succeeding shall be
observed as the holiday.
2.4

3.0

WINTER BREAK
3. 1

4 .0

The University reserves the right to require work on observed holidays at its
discretion. N on-exempt salaried employees working on an observed holiday shall
be paid for the ho liday and for the actual time worked at one and one-half (1 ½)
times their base salary per-hour rate of pay.

Beginning in 2017, the Univers ity will be closed for Winte r break each year from
December 26 through December 3 1.

VACATION LEA VE
4. 1

The University regards a vacation as a period of rest and relaxation earned for
past service. Since the annual vacation is important to the wellbeing of employees
and the ir fam ilies, e mployees are encouraged to utilize all earned vacation.

4.2

For accrual purposes, the vacation year s hall be based on an employee's
anniversary date.

4 .3

Employees accrue vacation leave based upon the schedule reflected in table 4.4
below. Part time benefit eligible e mployees who work twelve months will
receive pro-rated vacation. Benefi t eligible full time employees employed for
less than twelve months will receive vacation at one-half (.SO) of the a pplicable
accrual rate. For employees hired on or after February 1, 20 I 9 this accrual will
be applied upon the date of hire; e mployees hired prior to Februa ry 1, 20 19 will
begin this accrual rate effective July I, 201 9.

(i)

I'
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Admin/ATSS Vacation Accrual Structure
Years of
Completed
Service
Years 0 -2

#Days

Hours of
Vacation

Accrual
Rate

Maximum
Balance

17

136

5.23

272.00

Years 3-5

18

144

5.54

288.00

Years 6-8

19

152

5.85

304.00

Years 9-11

20

160

6.15

320.00

Years 12-14

21

168

6.46

336.00

Year 15+

22

176

6.77

352.00

4.5

An employee may accumulate a max imum of two (2) times the
accrued hours of vacation earned in one year. This amount may be
carried over from year to year. With approval of the division vice
president, an additional amount may be carried over when vacation
cannot be taken due to operational needs outside the employee's
control.

4.6

A newly hired employee' s vacation accrual rate may include prior
public service w ith the State of Ohio or any of its political
subdivisions with the following conditions:
4.6.1

The employee must inform and provide written documentation to
the Department of Human Resources within ninety (90) days of
employment that s/he has service with the State of Ohio or any of
its political subdivisions. 1n such case, the employee' s accrual wi ll
be adjusted to the appropriate rate from the date of employment
w ith the University.

4.6.2

Notification by the employee to the Department of Human
Resources received after ninety (90) days of employment
with the University will be applied to the employee's accrual
rate beginning the next full pay period in which the request
and required documentation are received by Human
Resources.

4.6.3

T he employee's adjusted accrual balance (whether
retroactive to the employment date or a later date) will
be reflected on the pay records beginning with the next
full pay period after receipt of required documentation.

4.6.4

A year of service with the State of Ohio or a political
subdivision is considered as twenty-six (26) biweekly
periods.
- 1
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4.6.5

An employee who has retired in accordance with the
provis ions of any retirement plan offered by the State of Ohio
a nd is reemployed will not have prior service w ith the State of
Ohio, any political subdivis ion of the State or a regional
council of government counted for purposes of computing
vacation leave.

4.7

To assure accurate leave bala nces, em ployees requesting
vacation leave must submit the ir request e lectronically through
the BearTrax system.

4.8

Extended vacation requests (over 3 weeks in a single instance) may
have a negative impact on the operation and w ill be considered only
as an exception with accompanying extenuating c ircumsta nces.
Requests of this nature w ill require a written rationale with supervisor
approval, as well as the approval of the division vice preside nt.

4.9

When an offi cia l Univers ity observed holiday falls within an
e mployee's vacation that day wi ll not be charged as vacation.

4 .1 0

All accrued vacation must be exhausted before an unpa id
leave of absence commences. This subsection does not apply
when a n employee opts to take some or all of the time off
without pay during a uni vers ity shutdown as pe rmitted by
section 4.1 3 .

4. I I

Employees who retire or resign will be paid for earned but unused
vacatioo up to a max imum of two times the accrued hours of
vacation in one year at the time of their departure. In the event of the
death of an employee, vacation pay for vacation earned but not taken
up to a maximum of two times the accrued hours of vacation in one
year will be paid to the estate of the employee.

4.12

The Department of Hum an Resources will ma intain an up-to-date
record of vacation for each employee. An y questions concerning
vacation record-keeping should be directed to Human Resources.

4.13

In order to provide for continuous payment during a Boardapproved University closure, temporary cha nges to vacation
accrua ls will be permitted as follows:
a) employees will be permitted to use accrued vacation leave hours
during hours they will not be working as a result of the shutdown- to
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offset Jost pay, or b) employees will be perm itted to use unearned
vacation leave hours that they are scheduled to earn during the
remainder of that cale ndar year in exchange for a reduced vacation
accrual rate for the remainder of the cale ndar year. If impleme nted,
neither (a) nor (b) w ill result in an overall increase or decrease of
the number of vacation leave hours that the employee accrues
during the cale ndar year in question. These actions will not be
conside red a reduction in pay, layoff, or furlough.

5.0

SICK LEA VE
5.1

Sick leave may be used for a n a uthorized absence from schedul ed
dut ies due to illness, accide nt, expos ure to contag io us d isease,
health examin ations o r treatm e nt (m edica l, dental or o ptical)
fo r self or imm edi ate fami ly m e mbe rs w he n th e e m ployee ' s
atte ndance is requ ired , famil y e me r genc ies requiring the
atte nda nce o f the e mpl oyee, pregn a ncy a nd/or c hi ldbirth a nd
re lated condit io ns, o r death in the i mm e di a t e fami ly. T he
definition of an immediate famil y member includes: grandpa rents,
brother, sister, brother-in-law, s ister-in-law, da ughter-in-law, son-inlaw, father, father-in-law, mother, mothe r- in-law, spouse, child,
grandc hild, legal guar dia n, or other person who stands in
the place of a parent.

5.2

Upon hire, a full-time Administrator or A TSS employee will receive
one hundred and twenty ( 120) hours of s ick leave credited to his/her
leave account.

5.3

Afte r the fi rst year of e mployment and the reafter, sick leave will
accrue for fu ll- tim e Administrators and A TSS pro-rated each pay
period for a max imum of 120 hours per year.

5.4

Upon hire, the part-time Administrator or ATSS e mployee w ill
receive a pro-rated amount of sick leave credited to his/he r leave
account, based upon the employee' s full-time equivalency (FTE)
percentage dete rmined at the time of hire. For example, a half-time
employee (.50 FTE) w ill be eligible for a credit of sixty (60) hours of
sick leave.

5.5

Afte r the first year of employment and thereafter, sick leave shall
accrue fo r part- time administrators and A TSS at a pro-rated amount
based upon the employee' s FTE.

POLICY NO. 4.52REV
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5.6

An Administrator or A TSS may transfer into his/ her University s ick
leave account any accumulated, documented, and verified sick leave
balance that has been accumulated in the public service in the State of
Ohio, provided that his/her re-employment takes place w ithin ten ( I 0)
years of the date on whic h the employee was last terminated from
public service. Tf the employee elects to do so and informs the
Department of Huma n Resources, he/she may elect to transfer any
unused and unpaid sick leave balance above one-hundred and twenty
( 120) hours to their Shawnee State University s ic k leave account.
This amount will be in add ition to the Univers ity credited amount.
For example, if the employee had six hundred and twenty (620) hours
of unused and unpaid sick leave from a prior state of Ohio employer,
then five hundred (500) hours could be transferred to Shawnee State
University.

5.7

There is no maximum applied to the amount of sick leave
that may be accumulated during active employment.

5.8

The sick leave account balance will be reduced an hour for each hour
of sick leave used. As an a lternative to using up sick leave hours, the
employee and supervisor may use flexible scheduling (working less
hours of the normal schedule and making those hours up another time
or day) to account for time off for medical appointments or other
reasons wh ich would otherwise be used as sick leave hours. For
A TSS, hours must be made up within the same week, or if not, the
sick leave account will be reduced an hour for each hour of sick leave
used.

5.9

Employees requesting s ick leave (including leave that qualifies under
the Fam ily and MedicaJ Leave Act - FMLA) must submit their
req uest electronically through the BearTrax syste m. When the leave
is foreseeable, the employee must make every effort to request the
leave thirty (30) days in advance of the Leave. When it is not
possible for the leave request form to be submitted in advance of the
leave, it must be approved by the employee's supervisor and submitted
to Human Resources upon the employee' s return from the absence.
Time on approved sick leave will run concun·ent with an approved
leave under FMLA (refer to section 7.0 below).

5. 10

If an emp loyee is expected to be off more than five (5) consecutive
work days, a signed or official doctor' s statement must be submitted
in advance to the supervisor or Human Resources. If an employee
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does not have advance warning, the doctor' s statement must be
provided to the supervisor or Human Resources as soon as practicable
after the employee knows he/she wi ll be off more than five (5)
consecutive days and in no event any later than the date the employee
returns to work (unless more time is granted by the Director of
Human Resources or designee).
5. 11

6.0

[n situations of sick leave involving less than five (5) consecutive
work days, where suspicious patterns of leave exist (e.g., leave
taken immediately before or after weekends or days off), a doctor's
statement may be required upon the request of the supervisor or
Human Resources. All doctors' statements shall be in the form of a
signed or official statement from the attending physician, stating the
general nature of the illness, date of medical treatment, and the
conditions under which the employee is released to return to work
or a statement from the attending physician verifying the illness or
injury of the employee' s immediate family member. The failure to
submit a doctor's statement or the failure to submit a proper leave
fonn to Human Resources may result in delay of payment for the
time missed.

SICK LEAVE RETIREMENT PAYMENT
6. 1

The Administrator or ATSS, upon official state retirement from
active service or upon separation of employment by an alternative
retirement plan (ARP) participant who meets the eligibility
requirements under a state pension system (OPERS or STRS) and
with ten or more years of service with the State of Ohio or any of hs
political subdivisions, will be paid as fo llows:
6.1.1

For employees who retire prior to January I, 2021 payment
shall be for one-fourth of the value of sick leave balance, up
to a maximum payment of 320 hours.

6.1.2

Employees who retire on or after January l , 2021 will be
paid for one- fourth of the value of accumulated sick leave
balance, up to a maximum payment of 240 hours.

6.1.3

Payment will be based upon the employee's base per hour rate
of pay at the time of retirement. Any unpaid leave remaining
on the Shawnee State sick leave account w ill be available for
use upon reh ire (unless hired into a position that does not
provide sick leave).

POLICY NO. 4.52REV
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6.1.4

7.0

In the event of an eligible employee' s death prior to retirement, the
sick leave retirement payout is not subject to payment to the
employee's estate.

6.2

The payout of sick leave balance as provided in this policy will
be made on ly once to any Administrator or ATSS . An employee
who received such cash payout and who was rehired post
retirement may accrue and use s ick leave while actively
employed but shall not be eligible for payment ofany unused
sick leave balance.

6.3

Intentional misuse of the sick leave provision herein may be
considered grounds for disciplinary action. Non-compl iance with sick
leave rules and regulations may result in the Administrator or ATSS
not receiving pay for the requested s ick leave.

FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVEPOLICY
7.1

Scope
Employees with at least one year of service with the University and
who have worked for 1,250 hours in the previous 12 month period are
eligible for up to twelve weeks of paid (existing sick leave and/or
vacation) and/or unpaid leave for qualifying events, in a twelve
month period (rolling year, see Title 29, Section 825.200 of Code of
Federal Regulations). Qualifying events are:
7. 1.1

Childbirth (due to the birth or to care for the newborn child)

7.1.2

Adoption or foster care

7. 1.3

Serious personal illness 7 .1 .3 .1 A serious health condition that resu Its in a period of
incapacity for more than three days during w hich
the employee is unable to work, or
7.1 .3.2 A chronic condition requiring a regimen of ongoing
care by a health care provider that intermittently
(less than three days) renders the employee unable
to work while seeking treatment or while recovering
from the condition.

7.1.4

The serious health condition of a member of the employee's
immediate family (as defined in 5. 1 above) which requires
the employee to provide care.

IP
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7. 1.5

Q ua Iifying ex igency aris ing o ut of the fact that the
employee' s spouse, child, or parent is a covered military
member on active d uty, o r has been called to active d uty, in
suppo rt of a co ntingency operatio n.

7.1.6

Care for a covered service mem ber w ith a serious injury o r
illness if the employee is the spouse, child, parent o r next of
kin of the service mem ber.

Length o fleave/paid or unpa id
Family and Medical Leave prov ides an e lig ible employee to take
up to twelve workweeks of leave per rolling twe lve-mo nth period
except for leave unde r section 7.1.6 which may be take n for up to
26 workweeks . Employees w ill first use sick leave, w here
appropriate , prior to vacation and a ny unpa id leave.
Employees w ill use vacat ion and a ny comp time prio r to any
unpa id leave after s ick leave is exhausted or for events where sick
leave is inappropriate. Fa mily Medical Leave coordinates a nd
runs concurrently w ith other pa id and unpa id leaves.

7.3

C hildbirth a nd adoption timeframe
Leave under this po licy w hich pertains to care for a newborn,
adopted, or foster child may onl y be take n w ithin twelve mo nths of
the child's birth or placement into the employee's ho me.

7.4

Certificatio n for health leave

ff a n em ployee requires leave for a serious hea lth cond ition for
himself/herself or a spouse, parent, or child, a health care provider's
certification sha ll be required stating the commencement date and
probable duratio n o f the condition and the medical facts
substantiating the condition. The Univers ity may require an
independent examination at no cost to the employee.
7.5

Notice of the leave
Employees must provide at least thirty days' ad vance notice if the
leave is foreseeable. If the leave must begin w ithin fewer than
thirty days, the employee m ust provide notice as soon as
practicable.

7.6

Employment and benefits protection
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Any employee who takes leave under the provisions of this policy, on
return from such leave, shall be restored by the University to the
position of employment he ld by the employee when the leave
commenced or be restored to an equivale nt position with equivale nt
employment benefits, pay, and other terms and
conditions o f employment.
7.7

Continuation of health plan coverage

If after the exhaustion of al I forms of paid leave, a period of unpaid

leave is needed up to the twelve week maximum provided under th is
policy (or 26 week maximum, as applicable), the University shall
maintain the coverage under the group health plan for this period
under the conditions coverage would have been provided if the
employee had continued in employment continuous ly for the
duration of the leave. Upon return to work, the employee must make
arrangements with the Departme nt of Human
Resources to make up the employee contributions missed for
insurance coverage while on unpa id leave.
7.8

Return from leave
If the employee fai ls to return from Family and Medical Leave, the
University may recover the premium that the em ployer paid for
maintaining coverage for the employee under the group health plan
during any period of unpaid leave.

8.0

DISA BILITY LEAVE
8.1

Application
8. 1. 1

Full-time Administrators and ATSS may be granted a
disability leave of absence in the event of a disabling illness or
injury (except work re lated in which case workers'
compensation rules will apply) that extends beyond leave
provided under FMLA.

8.1.2

Approval of such leave is contingent upon the employee
submitting a satisfactory written physician's stateme nt
attesting that the essential functions of the assigned
position cannot be performed.

8.1.3

The Univers ity may request that an examination be completed
by a phys ic ian of its choosing. In such case, the University
will pay for the cost of the examination.

POLICY NO. 4.52REV
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8.1.4

8.2

8.3

Written application to the Department of Human Resources
should be made as early as possible and must include a
statement from the attending ph ysician with a projected return
date.

Duratfon and retention
8.2.1

The duration of disability leave will be based on the projected
return date provided by the attending physician . An initial
request for disability leave may be for one year or less. A
disability leave may be extended one additional year with a
request for such extension to be made no later than sixty (60)
days prior to the originally scheduled return date. The total
amount of time on such leave, paid or unpaid, for the same
injury or illness, may not exceed two years. The amount of
time shall be reduced by family medical leave used for the
same injury or illness.

8.2.2

ln order to be paid for disability leave, the employee will use
all earned but unused sick leave, vacation leave, personal
leave, and comp time. All types of paid leave must be used
prior to unpaid leave.

8.2.3

Prior to returning to work, the employee must provide the
University w ith the attending physician's release attesting to
his/her ability to perform the essential job duties. The
University may request an indepe ndent examination as
identified in 8.1.3 above.

8.2.4

The employee will retain reinstatement rights to his/her
current position if the disability leave is six (6) month s or Jess.
If such leave time exceeds six (6) months, up to a max imum
of twelve ( 12) months, the University will place such
employee in the same or similar position in which the
employee possesses the required qualifications necessary to
perform the essential responsibilities. The University w ill
make reasonable efforts to reinstate an employee to the same
or similar position if such leave exceeds one year.

Insurance coverage
8.3.1

The University will cont inue group health insurance
throughout the period of an approved paid leave.

POLICY NO. 4.52REV
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8.3.2

The University will continue group health insurance throughout
the period of an approved unpaid leave that is not FMLA leave
for a maximum of six (6) months.

8.3.3

While on an approved unpaid leave (other than FMLA), the
employee must timely remit the established insurance
contribution payments for the duration of the leave. If the
e mployee payment contributions are not timely remitted, the
e mployee will forfe it U niversity-prov ided health plan
coverage and may elect health plan continuation under
COBRA at I 02% of the full cost of the Un iversity's health
plan.

8.3.4

The University will continue group health insurance as
provided in the Fami ly and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) of
1993 as curre ntly amended, and offer group h ealth
continuation and conversion benefits as provided under the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
(COBRA).

Disability retirement reinstatement

In the case o f an employee who has been granted a disability
retirement through OPERS or STRS, the period of reinstatement
shall be in accordance with the prevailing rules of the state
retirement system.
8.5

9 .0

An Employee requesting disability leave must submit
his/her request e lectronically through the BearTrax
System.

WORKERS ' COMPENSAT lON LEA VE
Workers' compensation leave will be provided as set forth in the Ohio
statutes (ORC C hapter 4 l 23) for workplace inj uries and/or occupational
diseases. Additiona l information may be found on the Univers ity website
at the Office of Human Resources webpages.

10.0

COURT/JURY DUTY LEAVE

10.1

An employee who is required to report for j ury duty or is subpoenaed
to appear before any court, commission, board, or other legally
constituted body, where the employee is not a party to the action,
shall be entitled to leave with pay for the scheduled work hours lost
as the resu lt o f such duty. For A T SS employees, t he employees will
be compensated by the University in an amount equal to his/her

efi)
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straight-time (non-overtime) rate of pay. For both Administrators
and ATSS employees, their normal pay will be paid to them while on
jury duty, less the amount received by the employee from the
government for such appearance. An employee who repo11s for such
duty and is excused shall immediate ly contact his/her immediate
supervisor and report for work, if requested.

10.2

I 1.0

12.0

In order to be paid by the U niversity for such leave the employee
must submit to Human Resources written proof, executed by the
administrator of the court, showing the duration of such duty and the
amount of compensation received for such duty.

MILITARY LEAVE
11.1

A n employee who is unable to report for regularly scheduled work
because the employee is required to repor1 for duty as an active
duty member of the armed forces, a reserve member of the armed
forces, or as a member o f the Ohio National Guard shall be
compensated in accordance with Ohio law.

11.2

The University will adhere to any federal or state laws enacted regarding
employer responsibilities toward active employees who are members
of the armed forces.

11.3

To be eligible for thi s leave and in accordance with federal and state
law, the employee upon request, shall provide the order or written
statement from the appropriate military commander to hi s/her
supervisor which shall be forwarded to Human Resources.

REQUEST FOR LEA VE FORMS
12.1

Requests for leave as identified in this policy are provided
electronically via the BearTrax system. In order to assure accuracy of
leave balances and to properly secure approvals for leaves, every
effort should be made to make requests prior to the end of the pay
period in which the leave is to occur. In rare circumstances in which
this cannot be done due to emergency or oversight, the employee
must s ubmit such request at the earliest date upon return from leave.
Prior notification to the employee' s supervisor of anticipated leaves is
expected.

12.2

Additional guidelines regarding leaves of absences may be fou nd on the
Department of Human Resources website.
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History
Effective: 09/19/14 (Replaces 4.55REV; 4.56REV; 4.57REV;
4.65 and 4.68)
Revised: 8/19/16,10/14/16,10/13/17; ;02/08/19

- 1

9

RESOLUTION F0S-19
POLICY 4.73REV, ON-CAMPUS EDUCATION BENEFITS FOR ADJUNCT
FACULTY
WHEREAS, Policy 4.73Rev, T uition Wavier for Adjunct Faculty, was approved
by the Board of Trustees on August 11 , 2006 to provide a benefit that would improve the
University' s recruitment and retention of qualified individuals serving in adjunct faculty
positions; and
WHEREAS, a review of the Policy revealed that the benefit continues to fulfill its
original intent, however revisions are requ ired to replace outdated language and to clarify
the coverage of special fees;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED the Board of Trustees approves the revision
and renaming of Policy 4. 73Rev, On-Campus Education Benefits for Adjunct Faculty.

(February 8, 2019)

9
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1.0

ON-CAMPUS EDUCATION BENEFITS FOR ADJUNCT
FACULTY
4.73 REV
3362-4-44
I OF2

02/08/ 19
02/2022
DlRECTORHR, VPF&A
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

PURPOSE
Shawnee State University waives certain on-campus education costs as a means
of encouraging adjunct faculty lo further their education in accordance with the
terms of this policy. On-campus education benefits are consistent with higher
education industry standards and are an impo1tant component of the University's
overall benefit program provided to employees.

2.0

3.0

ON-CAMPUS EDUCATION BENEFITS
2.1

The on-campus education benefit applies to any adjunct facu lty member
who has taught at least 9 semester credits within the immediate previous
four complete fiscal years and is an adjunct facu lty member during the
fiscal year in which he or she elects to take a course.

2.2

An adjunct faculty member is entitled to a tuition waiver for one course
per term, "one course" being a single class for credit and carrying five or
fewer credit hours.
2.2.1

The University waives undergraduate instructional, technology,
and general fees. Where applicable, out of state fees are waived.

2.2.2

The benefit does not cover the costs of special fees such as course fees,
program fees, lab fees, bond fees, late payment fees, or other fees which in
the sole discretion of the University are determined to be dissimilar to
instructional, technology, and general fees. These costs are the
responsibil ity of the employee.

Requirements and Li~itations
3.1

The adjunct faculty member may enroll in undergraduate courses during
the regular registration process, and no special provisions-will be made
for him or her to enroll in a course. Such enrollees will not be counted

POLICY NO. 4.73REV
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in detetmining minimum c lass size requirements, nor w ill additional
sections be added to accommodate them.
3.2

4 .0

Programs or courses which have special admission requirements or c lass
size limitations will be available to such enrollees in the same way they
are available to the student body, and enrollees will be required to
compete for admission into these programs or courses with other student
applicants.

3.3

Any adjunct facu lty member desiring to take a Shawnee State University
undergraduate course under this policy shall obtain and complete all
necessary and required forms according to University pol icies and
timetables. Forms are avaiJable on the Financial Aid webpage.

3.4

At least one week prior to early registration, an adjunct faculty
member should submit his/her tuition waiver benefit fonn to
his/her division c ha irperson or dean for approval, review and
final processing by the Financial Aid Office.

3.5

No adjunct faculty member will be entitled to on-campus education
benefits, nor wi ll the University be required to pay for any classes that
have already been taken by the adjunct faculty member and failed, or
otherwise not successfully completed by the adjunct faculty member
unless the University determines in its sole discretion that the failure or
unsuccessful completion was the result of extenuating c ircumstances.

NON-CREDIT COURSES
Non-credit courses are generally not e ligible for waiver under this Pol icy.
However, if completion of a non-credit course is recommended by an adjunct
instructor' s supervisor, and the supervisor determines that the course directly
relates and enhances the employee' s skills and ability to perform assigned duties
and aids in the department' s overall performance, the cost for such course may
be paid fully by the adjunct instructor's department.

History
Effecti ve:
Revised:

05/21 /90
02/08/2019; 08/ 1 I/2006

RESOLUTION ASA0l-19
APPROVAL OF AMENDMENT TO THE 2019-2020 ACADEMJC CALENDAR

WHEREAS, members of the Calendar Advisory Committee have amended proposed
2019-2020 Academic Calendar; and
WHEREAS, the Provost and the President have approved the amended 2019-2020
Academic Calendar;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of Shawnee State
University approves the Shawnee State University amended 2019- 2020 Academic Calendar,
attached hereto.

(February 8, 2019)

D Shawnee State
UNIVER S IT Y

2019-2020 ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Fall Semester 2019-2020

August 26
September 2
October 3-4
October 11
October 14
October 15
October 21
November 11
Novcmber27
November 28
November 29
November 30
December 6
Dec 7-13
December 13
December 17

Fall semester classes begin (full and first half session)
Labor Day (University Closed)
Fall Break (No Classes, University Open)
Last day of first half session (final exams during last scheduled class period)
First day of second half session (on-campus)
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (first half session)
First day of second half session (ooline campus)
Veterans Day (U,u·versity C/Qsed)
No Classes (University O.fftces Opm)
Thanksgiving Day (U11iversiry Closed)
Thanksgiving Holiday (U11i11ersi(y Closed)
Classes resume
Last day of classes (full session and second half session for on-campus and online)
Final Exams (full session classes)
Fall Commencement - semester ends
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (full and second half session for on-campus
and ooline classes)
December24
Chrisanas Holiday (U11i11ersi!J Closed)
December25
Christmas Holiday (U11i11mi(y Closed)
December 26-31 Wmter Break (University C!ostd)
New Year's Holiday (U11iuersity Claud)
January 1

Spring Semester 2019-2020

January 13
January 20
February 29
Marcl1 2-8
March 3
March 9

_-\pril 24
_-\pcil 25-r--fay 1

May2
MayS

Spring semes rer classes begin (full and first half session)
Martin Luther King.Jr. Day (U11iumi!J Closed)
Last day of first half session (final e."ams during last scheduled class period)
Spring Break
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (first half session)
First day of second half- week session
Spring foll session classes resume
Last day of classes (full session and second half session)
Final Exams (full session classes)
Commencement
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (full and second half session)

Summer Semester 2019-2020

May 11
May 18
May25
June 26
June 29
June 30
July3
July 24
July 28
August 14
August 18

First day of first seven-week sessions
Fiest day of full session (ten week)
Memorial Day (U11iumity Closetl")
Last day of first seven-week session
Second seven-week session - classes begin
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (first seven-week session)
Independence Day Observed (Uni11mi!J Closetl")
Last day of full session
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (full session)
Last day of second seven-week session
Grades due in Office of the Registrar by noon (second seven-week session)

- .-\ll half-session summer courses not included within The Leaming House programs may continue to be
delivered within a 5-week schedule, provided rhey follow the Ohio Departmenr of f-ligher bducacion's
requirements: "One semester credit hour will be awarded for a minimum of 7SO minutes
founalized '
instruction that typically requires students to work at out-of-class assignments an average of twice the amount

oe

of rime M

,h, =onnt of fo=li,ed in,crucrioo (1,500 mioutes)."

L __,; ____________

RESOLUTION ASA02-19
APPROVAL OF2019 GRADUATES
WHEREAS, it is the role of the Shawnee State University Board of Trustees to award
degrees and certificates; and
WHEREAS, annual action approving the granting of degrees and certificates during the
year shall be taken by the Board of Trustees (Policy 2.06); and
WHEREAS, candidates for graduation must meet all academic and University
requirements in order to be certified as candidates by the Office of the Registrar;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of Shawnee State
University empowers the President to award certificates or degrees during the year 2019 to all
candidates whose eligibility for graduation is confirmed by the Office of the Registrar.

(February 8, 2019)

Academic and Student Affairs Report
February 8, 2019

Events

•

The annual Festival for Faculty Achievement is scheduled for February 19-22. A schedule of
faculty presentations has been provided to you. We encourage you to attend as many as your
time permits.

•

The annual Celebration of Scholarship will be March 27-28th • Student applications for
presentations are still being submitted. Please watch our website for times and titles of the
presentations.

•

Office of Diversity and Inclusion held its monthly Soup and Substance on Wednesday, 2-6-19
where International Students from England, Tunisia, India, Pakistan, and Norway shared their
experiences of being in the United States and some of the differences in cultures.

•

In anticipation of last week' s frigid temperatures, Student Affairs and Student Life distributed 30
coats 46 hats, 56 gloves, and 59 scarves to students. This came to 117 students served. Our
faculty and staff purchased and/or donated articles for this throughout the prior weeks. Their
generosity is just one of the awesome ways we continue to make a difference in our students'
lives.

•

The College of Arts and Sciences is hosting a dinner for our high school dual credit instructors
and their high school counselors on February 28th. It is a way to thank them for their
participation in CCP as well as strengthening our connections for the following years.

Center for International Programs and Activities

Ryan Warner, Director of CIPA, has just recruited U new International Student Athletes, two for ESports and 10 for soccer. In addition, 27 students will participate in our Study Abroad programs for Fall
2019. He is coordinating a trip to Chicago for our current International Students over the week of Spring
Break.

Academic Programs and Activities

Are on line programming and course offerings for the second half of spring semester are complete and
ready for students. Currently, we have approximately 15 applicants for the programs.
Our Department of Nursing learned last week that the Accreditation Council for Education of Nursing
had re-affirmed their accreditation for three more years.

1

Health and Counseling

Shawnee State's health clinic and counseling services will be offering thirteen different
workshops/health screenings from now through April 15th • These offerings range from blood pressure
and glucose screenings to time management, unhealthy relationships, and substance misuse.

Military Strategic Implementation Team

Later this month, we will be sending a team of three to San Antonio, Texas to Lackland Airforce Base to
tour the facilities and begin the process of offering on line courses for their military personnel.

Respectfully submitted,
Becky A. Thiel
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
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Spring Enrollment Comparison SP17·SP19
Spring 2017

Spring 2018

Spring 2019

1st Day

1st Day

1st Day

1st Day Enrollment

Spring 2018
15th day

N ew Undergraduate Enrollment

First-time in Any College

52

37

24

44

Transfer

73

71

50

77

12S

108

74

121

·17

.34

Total New

I

I

I

I

Difference from prior year

I

Continuing Undergraduate Enrollment

Freshmen

730

549

503

558

Sophomore

645

627

559

627

Junior

578

574

589

580

Senior

858

850

858

868

2811

2600

2509

2633

-211

-91

Total Continuing

Differenc~ from prior year

I

rra111U11111•.....
Dlllarwehnl

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

-ua

2583
-125

10

4

8

8

10

4

8

8

-6

4

2936

2708

2754

New Graduate Enrollment

Graduate• New

I

I
Difference from prior year
I
I

Total New

I

Continuing Graduate Enrollment

Graduate• l

69

67

73

67

Graduate - 2

36

40

36

44

0

0

0

0

105

107

109

111

Graduate· 3

I
I

Total Continuing

Difference from prior year

I

TIIIII. . . . . .

. . . . . .fnlm

I

I

I

115

--

I

2

I

...

w

I

2

I

I

•

117

1U

Non- Degree Enrollment

NT· Visiting

l

5

l

NR - Regular

6

5

5

4

NH . Highschool

2

0

0

0

121

158

186

182

NP · College Credit Plus

>--

I
I

Difference f rom pr ior year

...
230

ND • Returner

Total Non-Degree

l

10

NS - Senior Citizen

I

----

I

•.--

I

:'

...

I

I

_j b

...
342

I

75

493

I

I

;M,

...

297

540

465

95

1

6

296

370

9
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Division of Advancement & Institutional Relations Report
To the Meeting of the Board of Trustees
February 8, 2019

Alumni & Commupity Engagement
On Dec. 2 nd and Dec. 8th , SSU partnered with Priends of Portsmouth for their inaugural
Winterfest by prov iding 40 volunteers over the two days. Students, faculty, and staff
volunteered to clean, take tickets. and help with skate rentals for the ice rink.

Athletics
As of January 22nd, Women's Basketball is ranked 7th nationally with a record of 17-3. Two
players reached the I 000-point mark, Hannah Miller a senior from Coal Grove, Ohio and Bailey
Cummins a junior from Brooksville, Kentucky.
Men's Basketball, Men' s and Women' s Bowling, Indoor Track and Field, and ESports are in the
midst of very competitive seasons.
Phase 1B of the Rhodes Renovation is set to begin in March with renovations to include:
• Dance/Fitness studio for Z umba, Yoga, Pilates, etc.
• Racquetball courts will be revitalized into to an attractive weight and cardio room for
students, staff, and members
• Re novation and upgrade of the recreation locker rooms
• Addition of locker rooms for our cross-country and track teams as well as visiting teams
(volleyball & basketball)
• Renovation of the athletic office suite us ing existing space from 2 classrooms and the o ld
health clinic
• Expanded lobby and Hall of Fame area
• New Athletics training room on the court level
• Using current weight and cardio rooms for heavy and varsity weight rooms
• Improved ADA and way findi'n g within the building
Student athletes' academic performance for Fall semester ended with 34 earning a 4.0, 118
earning a 3.5 or above, and 195 earning a 3.0 or above. Eleven programs earned team GPA's
over 3.0:
Women's Basketball
3.6
3.58
Women's Golf
Women' s Tennis
3.56
Women's Bowling
3.5
Vo lleyball
3.45
Women 's Soccer
3.38
3.33
Softball
Women's Cross-Country & Track & Field 3. 1
Men's Soccer
3.06
,_..
Archery
-3.04
Men's Golf
3.03

-

-

e
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Division of Advancement & Institutional Relations Report
To the Meeting of the Board of Trustees
February 8, 2019
Children's Learning Center
Director, Amanda Hedrick, and Teacher, Hayley Venturino, wi ll present on family engagement
at the Ohio Association for the Education of Young Children Early Childhood Conference
in Sandusky, Ohio on April 26, 2019.
Ms. Hedrick is serving on the Ohio Department of Education's Early Childhood
Comprehensive Assessment Advisory Group. T his group is nearing completion of the
document to make recommendations on assessments used in preschool and kindergarten to Dr.
Paolo DeMaria, Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Two international students completing their Master of Education in Intervention Specialist
Degree are student teaching this semester in the preschool classrooms under the supervision of
Cile Partlow and Tashana Cable.

Revenue has been steadily increasing from all sources. The chart below outlines revenue
generated from children of families that qualify for child care assistance through the Ohio
Department of Jobs and Family Services. In 2018, the CLC brought in $ 100,272.06 and should
be on track for FY 18/19 to exceed revenue earned in FY 17/18.

CLC ODJFS Revenue
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50000
40000
30000
20000
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FY 13/14

FY 14/15

FY 15/16

FY 16/17
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Division of Advancement & Institutional Relations Report
To the Meeting of the Board of Trustees
February 8, 2019
University & Community Events
We will be hosting our first ever Southern Ohio Bridal Expo on February 24th spotlighting the
bridal industry in our community. We currently have 29 vendors committed to participating. This
event will also highlight SSU 's many rentable locations and will be the launch for our ne.w
marketing material which showcases the expanded services our team will be offering. This
includes everything from day of event planning to custom backdrops.
ln February, Shawnee State wi ll be the host site for the Ohio Valley Model Arab League
Conference. We are anticipating over 120 visiting students representing 13 universities.

Housing and Residence Life
On January 31, 2019, Housing and Residence Life hosted its 3 rd Annual Academic
Achievement Party for residential students who received a 3.0 or above GPA for the Fall 2018
semester. These students were celebrated with pizza and refreshments, music, and raffle
drawings for prizes including 2 flat screen TV ' s. We had 379 eligible students (53.5%); 56 (8%)
of which have achieved a 4.0 for the semester.
Will be hosting the Second Annual Faculty/Staff vs. Student Basketball Game during Hall of
Fame Weekend on Saturday, February 9th, 2019 at 11:30 am in the Frank and Janis Waller
Gymnasium (located in the James Rhodes Athletic Center).

Development Foupdatiou
The Development Foundation has entered into an agreement with Adams Community Church
to create the Adams Community Church Memorial Scholarship in support of SSU Health
Science programs. The agreement is to endow the scholarship with a gift totaling
$100,000. Shawnee State will award $ 1,000 per year to full-time students with a 3.0 GPA and
who graduated from Wheelersburg, Minford, Portsmouth East, or South Webster High
Schools.
We are rolling out the Musical Theatre Campaign with our first mailings scheduled for late
January/early February. Debra Esham and Wayne Wheeler, SSUDF Board members, will take
leadership roles and the campaign goal is to raise $175,000 with $ l 00,000 going to endow a
Musical Theatre Scholarship, $50,000 for Kahl Stud io updates, $20,000 for Community
Programming: Musical Theatre Fellowship, and $5,000 for Musical T heatre outreach and
recruitment.
The President's Club Round table was held on December 1
SSU gaming and e-sports programs presented that evening.

with about 25 attendees. The

First Senior Gift Campaign launched for fall semester graduates adding sixteen new donors.

@
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Division of Advancement & Institutional Relations Report
To the Meeting of the Board of Trustees
February 8, 2019

Marketing & Communications
All pages have now been migrated to the new website on target to launch in March.
Year-over-year web traffic increased by 5.5%. There were I 0,981 new web users December 1 February 4 (nearly 65% of all visitors). Parents remain the most engaged audience segment over
time. Both parents and counselors are more likely to both open and click through on email
campaigns. We have begun building out more influencer campaigns.

Workforce Development & Entrepreneurship
Held the first 20 19 Entrepreneurial Journey Speaker Series on January 15 with Nick Davis,
Hub advisory board member and VP for Singularity University. February 7 series will focus on
veterans who want to start their own businesses.
Hosting Appalachian Partnership for Economic Growth Regional Prosperity Plan meeting
with local business owners/managers on Feb. 13 and giving tour of Hub and plastics/gaming
labs.
Received an SSUDF grant providing funding to support a Build a 30 Printer P rogram at the
KIH in Spring 20 19. Plans have changed as we now plan to collaborate with the Scioto County
Career Technology Center to provide this workshop rather than to use COSI due to the high cost.
SSU will sponsor the Glockner Dare to Dream Ohio semi-finals on February 28 and the finals
on March 19 and host both events at the Hub. This is a high school regional business pitch
competition.
Workforce Development is working with SOMC and SSU Teacher Education to provide basic
sign language workshops for hospital staff. They have also identified additional training
opportunities.
The K.ricker Innovation Hub has partnered with the SSU Marketing program to provide a
practicum experience for an SSU marketing student. Workforce Development has also worked
with Marketing to p lace two students with the American Red Cross for their Marketing
practic um .
Hosting the Ohio Valley School Librarians Association on March 15 and the Clark Memorial
Library Placemaking Event on April 12.

Vice President's Report
Reorganization in the A IR Division last fall relied heavily on identifying good people with both
an affinity to Shawnee State University and a commitment to our mission of increas ing
institutional enrollment and financial support. Directors and staff are beginning to make
adjustments to their operations based on what they have learned from the first 90 days of that
Page4

Division of Advancement & lostitutiooal Relations Report
To the Meeting of the Board of Trustees
February 8, 2019
reorganization. I'd like to recognize in particular Chris Moore, Interim Director o f
Developme nt; Aimee Welch, Development Foundation Director; and Angie Duduit, Director of
Workforce Development & Entrepreneurship, for going above and beyond to provide support
across department lines to address needs throughout the division and university. Likewise. I'd
1ike to acknowledge for the Board all of our division administrators and support staff who have
stepped up in a very c hallenging time to meet campus needs, support colleagues, and move the
needle.
Our division' s outreach and efforts continue to reveal both a need and demand for the education,
financial impact, and resources that Shawnee State University provides to the region. Building
support for SSU requires that we make known how critical Shawnee State is to the local
community, the regional economy, and the state workforce. Newly elected state Representative
Brian Baldridge visited campus on February 7 to meet with President Bauer, tour facil ities and
discuss ways we can work together to promote an agenda to advance southern Ohio and
Shawnee State University. Ohio Governor Mike DeWine will visit campus next week within his
first month in office, along w ith Senior Vice Chancellor Mike Duffey of the Oh.io Department of
Education.
Our priority this spring with state officials is to establish the need for an increase in the SSU state
supplement to offset low tuition, loss of access challenge grant fund s, and flat state share of
instruction funding that is not structured to sufficiently reward SSU for its increased performance
in the areas of student retention and completion. Senator Joe Uecker will continue to be an
outstand ing advocate for Shawnee State in that effort.

Respectfully Submiued,
Eric Andrew Braun, JD
VP for Advancement & Institutional Relations
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Fall 2019 First Time Fresh Apps Up 15% Over Fall 2018 @ Feb 4
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Fall 2019 First Time Fresh Admits Up 20% Over Fall 2018@ Feb 4
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Applications Up 15%; Admitted Students Up 20% through Feb 4
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New Student Applications - Fall 201 9 Report
Council of Admission Officers of the State Affiliated Universities in Ohio
Total Freshmen and Transfer
0.213 u of J.inu.iry
- 1. 2019
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Housing & Residence Life: Fall 2019 Projection
,New Housi'!I ~
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Housing & Residence Life: Retention
Housing Retention: Fall to Spring
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Housing & Residence Life: Student Body Health

Housing Judicial Data
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FEBRUARY 8, 2019

Overall Recommendations
Criteria for Accreditation - Met With Concerns

·~ I

Sanctions Recommendation - No Sanctions Recommended

'->

=

I 't>

Pathways Recommendation - Limited to Standard

I

Rationale for Recommendations
6/5 areas received - Met with Concerns

The Standard Pathway provides SSU with the support from the Commission in
addressing its challenges.

;.5

Interim Report due 9/1/2022 with monitored elements

Specific Findings
Criterion 1- Mission - The institution's mission is clear and articulated publicly; it guides the
institution's operations.
Core Components lA- 1D - MET
2 - Integrity: Ethical and Responsible Conduct - The institution acts with integrity; its
conduct is ethical and responsible .
Core Component 2A - Met with Concerns
{SSU is required to provide a structured corrective active plan outlining a process to collect,
address, resolve, then integrate and analyze stakeholder complaints for trends to support
continuous quality improvement. Due June, 2019)

Core Components 2B - 2E - MET

Specific Findings
Criterion 3 - Teaching and Learning: Quality, Resources, and Support - The institution provides
high quality education, wherever and however its offerings are delivered.
Core Component 3A - Met with Concerns
(To meet Federal Compliance criteria, SSU will need to develqp a credit hour policy for online
delivery. The current credit hour policy addresses face-to-face delivery only. Due to HLC June,
2019.)
Core Components 3B - 3E - Met
4 - Teaching and Learning: Evaluation and Improvement - The institution
demonstrates responsibility for the quality of its educational programs, learning environments,
and support services, and it evaluates their effectiveness for student learning through processes
to promote continuous improvement.
.~

Specific Findings
Core Component 4A - Met
Core Component 4B - Met with Concerns
(SSU is to develop an interim report which is to be submitted prior to and evaluated in
conjunction with the year four comprehensive visit in the Standard Pathway. This report is to
include 3 years of data, analysis, and improvements generated from a General Education
assessment plan; an institutional plan for programmatic assessment of student learning; program
specific assessment plans with 3 years of data, analysis, and improvements generated from each
program's assessment plan/data; and an institutional plan for co-curricular assessment of
student learning.)
Core Component 4C - Initially Met with Concerns/changed to Met

Specific Findings
Criterion S - Resources, Planning, and Institutional Effectiveness - The institution's resources,
structures, and processes are sufficient to fulfill its mission, improve the quality of its
educational offerings, and respond to future challenges and opportunities. The institution plans
for the future.
Component SA - SB - Met
Component SC - Met with Concerns
(SSU is to develop an interim report which is to be submitted prior to and evaluated in
conjunction with the year four comprehensive visit in the Standard Pathway. This report is to
address:
•-=

- Focus on metrics and their use in decision making as well as continuous quality improvement.
-A current strategic plan with established goals that are objective and measurable.

Specific Findings
Core Component SD - Met with Concerns
(SSU acknowledges consistent monitoring of the strategic plan and produces an abundance of
meeting agendas; however, the institution is "light on minutes."
processes and the use of data to support improvement efforts are at the reacting to
systematic levels of maturity. Some processes appear to be in place such as around program
review, while other areas such as the complaint process appear to lack structure and process.

RESOLUTION F0l-19
AMENDED SHAWNEE ADVANTAGE PRINCIPLES
(UNDERGRADUATE TUITION GUARANTEE PROGRAM)
WHEREAS, Resolution F 18-17 adopted by the Board of Trustees on December 15, 2017
(copy attached) authorized the completion of the approval process of the University's
undergraduate tuition guarantee program (Shawnee Advantage), by the Chancellor of the Ohio
Department of Higher Education; and
WHEREAS, approval was granted, the Program was implemented beginning fall 2018,
and has been positively received by parents and students; and
WHEREAS. upon gaining experience with the newly-adopted Program, the University
has determined that selected provisions require revision applicable to future cohorts and to align
with other Ohio public universities' tuition guarnntee programs; and
WHEREAS, the provisions of the 2018 Shawnee Advantage will continue for those
students who remain eligible;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Trustees authorizes the President to
comply with the ODHE approval process for the adoption of the proposed Amended Shawnee
Advantage Principles (copy attached) beginning with the fall 2019 cohort;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Vice President for Finance and Administration is
authorized to make future modifications that are administrative in nature to the Amended
Shawnee Advantage Principles for the effective and efficient management of the
Program, subject to compliance with the requirements of Ohio Revised Code ~3345.48.

(February 8, 2019)

RESOLUTION FIS-17
ADOPTION OF SHAWNEE STATE ADVANTAGE PRINCIPLES
TUITION AND FEES
2018-2019 Academic Year

WHEREAS, by Resolution E04-l 7, the Shawnee State University's Board of Trustees
approved Principles that were drafted to govern the University's proposed undergraduate tuition
guarantee program, as allowed by Ohio Revised Code §3345.48: and
WHEREAS, as pa1t of the required approval process, these Principles underwent a
review by the Ohio Dcpa11ment of Higher Education (ODHE), that resulted in recommended
edits for greater clarity; and
WHEREAS, in addition, appropriate ODHE officials reviewed the proposed guaranteed
undergraduate tuition and fees, residential housing and meal plans rates, and other student fees,
finding the proposed rates to be generally acceptable; and
WHEREAS, to finali ze the ODHE approval process for the implementation of the
guaranteed tuition program, U1e amended Principles and Board-approved undergraduate
guaranteed tuition rates and fees must be re-submitted to ODHE and posted on the ODHE
website for a public comment period often days; and
WHEREAS, upon satisfactory completion of the ODHE approval process, the President
recommends adoption of the Univi::rsity's undergraduate tuition guarantee program referred to as
Shawnee State Advantage;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that Board of Trustees approves the adoption of
Shawnee State Advantage Principles and the proposed guaranteed undergraduate tuition and
fees, residential housing and meal plan rates, and other student fees, beginning tall 20 I8, subject
to satisfactory completion of the ODHE approval process;

BE TT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Vice President for Finance and Administration is
authorized to make future modifications, that are administrative in nature, to the Shawnee State
Advantage Principles for the effective and efficient management of the undergraduate tuition
guarantee program, subject to compliance with the n:quirements of Ohio Revised Code
§3345.48.

(December I 5, 2017)

,,,

Shawnee Advantage effective Fall 2018;
Amendment effective with Fall 2019
cohort

Shawnee State University
Board of Trust ees
J11ly 10, 2Q17February 8, 2019

AMENDED
PRINCIPLES OF
THE SHA WNEE ADVANTA GE
Undergraduate Tuition
Guarantee Program
A. TUITION GUARANTEE
1)

The Shawnee Advantage is a cohort-based, guaranteed undergraduate tuition program
adopted in accordance with Ohio Revised Code §3345.48. The Shawnee Advantage ensures
that tuition, fees, housing, and meal plan charges will not increase over the ensuing four
academic year period for first-time students. The Shawnee Advantage applies to all degreeseeking undergraduate students enrolling for the first time at Shawnee State University.

2)

Tuition and fees will be set annually for provisionally admitted students, continuing
students, graduate students, non-degree seeking students, College Credit Plus students,
students enrolled in fully online programs, and any other groups of students not expressly
included in this program. Participation in the program is required for all degree-seeking
undergraduate students enrolling at Shawnee State University for the first time in fat I
semester of 2018 or later.

3)

The four academic years of the Shawnee Advantage includes twelve ( 12) consecutive
semesters, four (4) fall, four (4) spring and four ( 4) summer terms. The four academic year
term is guaranteed regardless of the student's enrollment status (full-time, part-time, or not
enrolled) during that time.

4)

Tuition is set by t he Shawnee State University Board of Trustees each academic year
and guaranteed for twelve ( 12) consecutive semesters for each entering cohort.

B. STUDENTS AND COHORTS
I) Cohort
a) Beginning with the 2018-2019 academic year, every new first-time or transfer
undergraduate (bachelor's and associate' s) degree-seeking student wil l be part of the
Shawnee Advantage.
b) Students covered by the Shawnee Advantage will be assigned to a cohort based on the
semester in which the students first enroll as degree-seeking students, as follows:
1.

11.

Any degree-seeking, undergraduate student who is registered for classes for
the fi rst time as of the fifteenth day of the fall semester will be assigned to that
cohort year for purposes of determining tuition, fees, housing, and meal plan
charges for the four academic years (twelve semesters) covered by the Shawnee
Advantage.
Students who are first admitted to Shawnee State University in Spring or
Summer semesters will be charged the current year's (previous fal l term's)
1

Shawnee Advantage effective Fall 2018;
Amendment effective with Fa/12019
cohort

Shawnee State University
Board of Trustees
J1:1l1r Ul, 2Q17February 8, 2019
cohort rate.

estahHsflee (A0Rg1:1araflteee) eeRtim:iiRg st1:1eeRt Fate fer that semester, yet iR
the s1:1bsequeRt faU, they will be treatea as part ef the eRteriAg fall eehert aRa
assigriea the same (g1:1araAteed) cehort rate
as ether stl:l(ieRts 1,i,ihe start iR fall semester. By l:JeiAg assigAea te tl~e fellowiRg fall
Semester eoJ:teft; these st1:1deAts will receive the beAefit ofgt,1eraAteea tuitioA for
four fttll years l:JeginniAg with that first fall tern,.
iii.

Students may complete as many undergraduate degrees, majors, minors,
and/or certificates as they choose within their cohort period.

2) First-Time Students
A first-time student is any undergraduate, degree-seeking student enrolled at Shawnee State
University for the first time on or after Fall 2018. First-time students do not include
non-degree seeking students or conditionally admitted students such as students enrolled in
the Bridge to Success Program, College Credit Plus students, and incoming exchange
students.
3) Transfer Students
A transfer student is a student who transfers to Shawnee State University from an accredited
institution of higher education, including any of Ohio's public communjty or technical
colleges. Students enrolled in College Credit Plus, Advanced Placeme nt courses,
Internatio nal Baccalaureate, or similar programs are not considered transfer students.
Transfer students wilJ be assigned to a cohort based on their initial date of enrollment as a
degree-seeking undergraduate student at Shawnee State University.
4) Continuing Students
Students enrolled as degree-seeking students at Shawnee State University prior to Fall
semester 2018 are considered continuing students for purposes of assessing tuition and other
fees and are not covered by the Shawnee Advantage. Tuition and other fees are set annually
by the Board of Trustees for these students.
5) Re-Enrolling Students
Re-enrolling students are degree-seeking students who have a lapse of enrollment for one
academic term, not including summer semester. Re-enrolling students who were admitted
prior to Fall 2018 are not covered by the Shawnee Advantage and will pay tuition and
other fees associated with continuing students.
When a student originally assigned to a Shawnee Advantage cohort seeks to re-enroll after
any period of non-attendance and not more than four (4) academic years have elapsed since
the student's ini1ial degree-seeking enrollment, that student will be assigned to the student's
original cohort for the balance of the cohort period. If four (4) or more academic years have
e lapsed, then the re-e nrolling student is assigned to the o ldest unexpired cohort at Shawnee
State University.
6) Non-Degree Students
Students admitted or enrolled as non-degree-seeking students (students who are not
pursuing an undergraduate degree or have not been admitted as a degree-seeking stude_nt!at
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Shawnee State University) are not covered by the Shawnee Advantage and will not be
assigned to a cohort unless the student is subsequently admitted and enrolls as a degreeseeking student. Tuition for non-degree seeking students (including conditionally
admitted students, such as exchange students or students enrolled in Bridge to Success or
College Credit Plus programs) will continue to be set annually by the Board of Trustees.
Once a student is admitted as a first-time, degree-seeking student, the student will be
assigned to the cohort based on the semester in which the student first enrolled as a degreeseeking student.
C. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

The Shawnee Advantage covers undergraduate degree-seeking students. Shawnee State
University offers both associate's and bachelor' s degrees at the undergraduate level.
I) Associate's Degree
An associate's degree requires the completion of a minimum of 60 semester credit hours.
Students pursuing an associate's degree will be provided the Shawnee Advantage cohort
rate for the full 4 years. Students who complete associate's degrees may continue with
their education and pursue bachelor' s degrees as a part of their Shawnee Advantage.
2) Bachelor's Degree
A bachelor's degree requires the completion of a minimum of I 20 semester credit hours.
Students completing bachelor's degree programs requiring more than 120 hours can
request an extension of the guaranteed cohort period following the procedures outlined in
Section H below. A list ef a.11 aaei:¼elor degr-ee preg@ms e1u:1 ee "'iewed at
l=ttte:t/•.vww.shawt1ee.edYfa£ooemies/#Elegrees aHd Aa list of bachelor degree programs and
degrees requiring more than 120 hours aretS provided in A19pend:ix A.on the University's
website.

D. COSTS CHARGES INCLUDED IN TH E SHA WNEE ADV ANT AGE

I) Tuition is the sum of the in-state undergraduate Hnstructional Wee and gGeneral _!Fee. ~or non
01::tio resident sweenls, tl::lition also iAeluees a surcl=targe. Under the Shawnee Advantage,
tuition is set each academic year for twelve ( 12) consecutive semesters for each entering fall
cohort. FuJl-time undergraduate students (students enrolled in 12 to J8 credit hours) pay no
additional tuition regardless of the number of hours enrolled. Part-time students (students
enrolled in fewer than 12 credit hours) pay tuition on a prorated, per-credit hour basis. Students
who are enrolled in greater than 18 credit hours pay additionaJ tuition on a prorated, per-credit
hour basis.
a) lnstructionaJ Fee
These are the guaranteed in-stare instructional costs that first-time degree-seeking students
will pay. Non 01::tio resid:eAt stueeAts also pay a t1:1ition s1:1rel=laJ"ge. Each incoming cohort is
charged its guaranteed resident or non resieent rate for twelve consecutive semesters.
Under tl=te Sl=tawnee Ae¥antage instrnetional H!es inel1:1ele Sfleeiali2ee s01:1rse related
s1:1pplies ane eeiuiprnent
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cohort

b)-General Fee
These are campus fees charged to all students for non-instructional services and
programs on campus, such as health education and services, recreation, athletics,
course-related technology, career services, graelt1atioA petitioa, student-life~facilities, and student activities.

Program Fees
Prograil'I Fees are adElitioRal per semester sharges that s Hpport spesiali:z:ed asademie
programs aad iastn:1GtioA. The programs that are assesseEi a program fee are listed iR
AppeRdix B. These fees are ehargeEI as aptJlieaele &fie the rates are g1:1ar0.Rteed fer eaoo
eohort, regarElless of wkeR the sH:1eeAt first deslares a major.
2) Study Abroad and Domestic Travel Fees

The instructional and general fees for travel courses will be included in the Shawnee
Advantage. Additional fees (e.g., flights, activity fees, hotel accommodations, etc.) are not
part of the Shawnee Advantage.
3) Housing and Meal Plan.§.
Housing and Meal Plan charges are the guaranteed rates for Shawnee State's housing and
meal plan options. Students pay a fee based on the housing and meal plan selected. The
selected schedule of fees and options are guaranteed for each cohort for twelve
consecutive semesters.
4-)_i ._Housing Rates
The Shawnee Advantage includes a guaranteed price schedule for housing that represents the
housing options available to undergraduate students. The rate charged to the student is based
upon the student's selected or assigned residence building (e.g., Campus View, Cedar House,
University Townhouse, etc.) and room type, (e.g., private room or double room). If a student
changes housing during the cohort period, the rate charged to the student will be adjusted
based on the guaranteed price schedule that is in effect throughout the student's cohort period.
Under the Shawnee Advantage, housing rates include basic residentiaJ housing connectivity
and programming.
~iL__Meal Plan Rates
The Shawnee Advantage establishes a schedule of meal plan rates that are guaranteed to each
cohort throughout the four-year period of the guarantee. The actual cost to each student wi.11
be based on the meal plan in which they are enrolled each semester. While meal plan prices
will remain guaranteed during the cohort period, individual meal items and merchandise in
retail locations are subject to price changes. Students are responsible for the cost of adding
optional flex dollars to their meal plan.

E. Casts lJtJet lAelueeEI i-A tke Shawflee Adv0fltageCHARGES NOT INCLUDED IN THE SHAWNEE
GUARANTEE
I)

Beginning with the fall 2019 Shaw nee Advantage cohort, undergraduate course and
4
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special program fees are not included in the guarantee. These additional per-credit or persemester charges are applied only to those students enrolled in the applicable course or
program. These funds support specialized academic services that are essential to the
delivery of a specific course or program. The (jst of course fees and program fees are
reviewed annually and may be modified- as a result of this review. Course fees and
Program fee~ will be availahle on the University's website The guaranteed course fees_
and program fees set for the fal120l8 cohort will continue to apply to that cohort.
2) Beginning with the fall 2019 Shawnee Advantage cohort, the undergraduate non-resident
surcharge is not included in the guarantee. This charge is assessed annually and may be
modified depending on market demands. The guaranteed non-resident surcharge rate set
for the fall 20 18 cohort will continue to apply to that cohort.
+)3)
Service charges and fines incurred by students such as printing fees and library and
parkfog fines will vary from year to year and are not included in the Shawnee Advantage.
~)
Workshops, student health insurance, textbooks, copier charges, computer software
and hardware, access to optional residential housing internet services, and personal school
supplies are not included in the Shawnee Advantage.
i}_All other fees, fines, and costs related to attending Shawnee State University not
specifically identified as part of the Shawnee Advantage are excluded from the
guaranteed cohort price and are subject to price changes. While such costs are excluded,
Shawnee State University will seek to limit increases to the extent feasible.
~ ) Online tuition rates set for- programs that are delivered exclusively on line are not
included in the Shawnee Advantage.

F. ~E-,-1COHORT PRICING BEYOND THE INITIAL YEAR
1) Once the initial cohort tuition prices is established, subsequent cohort tuition increases will
be based on:
a) The average rate of inflation, as measured by the consumer price index prepared by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States Department of Labor (all urban
consumers, all items), for the previous sixty-month period; and
b) The percentage amount the Ohio General Assembly restrains increases on in-state
undergraduate Jnstructional and General Fees for the applicable fiscal year. lf the
General Assembly does not enact a limit on the increase of in-state undergraduate
instructional and general fees, then no limit shall apply under this section for the cohort
that fi rst enrolls in any academic year for which the General Assembly does not
prescribe a limit.
c) This rate of increase will be benchmarked against other State of Ohio four-year
institutions' four-year rolling cost averages to account for the impact of the cohort
pricing model on tuition changes. If Shawnee State Unjversity' s cohort tuition pricing
for Ohio residents falls significantly below these institutions Shawnee State University
may elect to submit for approval by the Chancellor of the Department of Higher
Education an increase in the forthcoming cohort pricing in excess of the state limitation
for Ohio residents.
5
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2) Other increases in successive cohort pricing, including the non-resident tuition surcharge,
program fees, course fees, housing and meal plan charges are not subject to the pricing
formula set forth above and will be determined by the Shawnee State University Board of
Trustees, in accordance with Ohio law.

44G.

EXCEPTIONS TO STANDARD LENGTH OF COHORT

The Shawnee Advantage is for four (4) academic years commencing with the Fall Semester. Some
students may require additional semesters beyond the four (4) academic years to complete their
baccalaureate degree and will continue to attend Shawnee State University beyond their cohort
period. When certain exceptions are met, as described below, students may extend their guaranteed
price beyond their guaranteed cohort period. A student must apply for an exception no later than one
semester prior to the expiration of their cohort period. Students with approved exceptions will be
granted additional courses at their guaranteed cohort price. The specific courses or length of the
exception will be determined as part of any approval.
Students who remain at Shawnee State Univers ity beyond their approved cohort period and have not
been granted an exception will automatically be placed into the cohort that went into effect the year
after their assigned cohort (cohort+ I). The student will remain in that cohort for up to one year and
if still enrolled after that cohort expires, will be placed into the next cohort (cohort +2) for the next
year and so on until the student is no longer enrolled.

APPLYING FOR AN EXCEPTION
There will be some students who will take longer than their guaranteed cohort period to graduate
due to circumstances beyond their control. No later than one semester prior to the expiration of
their guaranteed cohort term, a student may request, an extension of his or her guaranteed cohort
price. Each case will be evaluated on its own merits to determine whether an extension should
be granted and if so, the nature and duration of any extension.
I) A Shawnee Advantage Appeals Committee will evaluate requests for exceptions. The
appeal must fall within extenuating circumstances established by the Appeals
Committee as described below.

a)

ff the Appeals Committee finds that the student cannot complete the degree program
within the four (4) academic years of the student's cohort due solely to a lack of
available classes or space in classes provided by the University, the University will
provide the student with an opportunity to take the necessary course or courses
without requiring the payment of tuition.

b) Other circumstances that will be considered for an extension oftbe guaranteed cohort
price beyond the four academic years, depending on the validity and impact of the
circumstances, include:
1.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

vi.

Enrollment in a degree program requiring more than 120 hours to graduate
Illness or injury
Disability that necessitates a reduced course load as a reasonable
accommodation
Medical leave of absence
T
Victim of interpersonal violence or crime while enrolled
Participation in a co-op or internship for one or more semesters
6
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vii.
Study abroad for one or more semesters (excluding summer semester)

c) If the Appeals Committee determines that the student has provided sufficient
documentation of extenuating circumstances that were outside the control of the
student and prevented the student from completing the student's program of study
during the assigned cohort period, the Appeals Committee will determine the
appropriate period of time or number of courses to extend the guaranteed cohort
price.
d) Any student who graduates with a bachelor's degree from Shawnee State University
within four (4) years and earns a final GPA of 3.5 or above may apply for an additional
fifth (5th) year of guaranteed cohort rate for the purposes of completing one or more
additional undergraduate degrees. The Appeals Committee wi ll base its determination
on the feasibi lity of the student completing an additional undergraduate degree within
the one ( 1) year extension.
e) Any students called to active duty in the United States Armed Services will be given an
automat ic extension oftl1eir guaranteed cohort price based upon the number of
academic terms impacted by the student's active duty absence.

11,.;;.;l."---_STUDENTS WHO WITHDRAW AND RETURN
If a student talces a leave, withdraws, or is judicially suspended from Shawnee State University for
one or more academic semesters, the four ( 4) academic year period covered by the guaranteed cohort
price will not be ex1ended. As a result, the student will lose the term(s) of el igibility while absent
within the four (4) academic year cohort period. When the student re-enrolls, if four (4) academic
years have not lapsed since the student's initial degree-seeking enrollment, then the student will be
charged the guaranteed rate based on his or her original cohort for the balance of the cohort period.
If four ( 4) or more academic years have passed, then the re-enrolling student is assigned to the oldest
unexpired cohort at Shawnee State University (as described in section F, above).

J..J. GRADUATE COURSES
Graduate-level coursework is not covered by the Shawnee Advantage. Graduate-level courses are
assessed at the current graduate tuition rate.

.hK.

DJSSEMlNATlON

Th.e terms of the Shawnee Advantage, along with guaranteed coho11 prices, will be widely
disseminated including th.rough the Shawnee State University Website, the Student Business
Center, Student Success Center, and the Clark Memorial Library.

~=
L .' - _DISCONTTNUATION
Should Shawnee State University discontinue the Shawnee Advantage guaranteed tuition program,
all students currently in a guaranteed tuition cohort will cont inue at that guaranteed t uition rate
until the exhaustion of their guaranteed four years. Students who remain at Shawnee State
Univers ity beyond their approved cohort period and who have not been granted an exception will
automatically be subject to the new tuition model adopted by Shawnee State Univers ity.
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AMENDED
PRINCIPLES OF
THE SHAWNEE ADVANTAGE
Undergraduate Tuition
Guarantee Program
A. TUITION GUARANTEE
1)

The Shawnee Advantage is a cohort-based, guaranteed undergraduate tuition program
adopted in accordance with Ohio Revised Code §3345.48. The Shawnee Advantage ensures
that tuition, fees, housing, and meal plan charges will not increase over the ensuing four
academic year period for first-time students. The Shawnee Advantage applies to all degreeseeking undergraduate students enrolling for the first time at Shawnee State University.

2)

T uition and fees wi ll be set annually for provisionally admitted students, continuing
students, graduate students, non-degree seeking students, College Credit Plus students,
students enrolled in fully on.line programs, and any other groups of students not expressly
included in this program. Participation in the program is required for all degree-seeking
undergraduate students enrolling at Shawnee State University for the first t ime in fall
semester of 2018 or later.

3)

The four academic years of the Shawnee Advantage includes twelve ( 12) consecutive
semesters, four (4) fall, four (4) spring and fou r (4) summer terms. The four academic year
term is guaranteed regardless of the student's enrollment status (full-time, part-time, or not
enrolled) during that time.

4)

Tuition is set by the Shawnee State University Board of Trustees each academic year
and guaranteed for twelve (12) consecutive semesters for each entering cohort.

B. STUDENTS AND COHORTS

1) Cohort
a) Beginning with the 2018-2019 academic year, every new first-time or transfer
undergraduate (bachelor's and associate's) degree-seeking student will be part of the
Shawnee Advantage.
b) Students covered by the Shawnee Advantage will be assigned to a cohort based on the
semester in which the students first enroll as degree-seeking students, as follows:

i. Any degree-seeking, undergraduate student who is registered for classes for
the first time as of the fifteenth day of the fall semester will be assigned to that
cohort year for purposes of determining tuition, fees, housing, and meal plan
charges for the four academic years (twelve semesters) covered by the Shawnee
Advantage.
ii. Students who are first admitted to Shawnee State University in Spring or
Swnmer semesters will be charged the current year's (previous fall term's)
1
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cohort rate.
111.

Students may complete as many undergraduate degrees, majors, minors,
and/or certificates as they choose within their cohort period.

2) First-Time Students
A first-time student is any undergraduate, degree-seeking student enrolled at Shawnee State
University for the first time on or after Fall 2018. First-time students do not include
non-degree seeking students or conditionally admitted students such as students enrolled in
the Bridge to Success Program, College Credit Plus students, and incoming exchange
students.
3) Transfer Students
A transfer student is a student who transfers to Shawnee State University from an accredited
institution of higher education, including any of Ohio's public community or technical
colleges. Students enrolled in College Credit Plus, Advanced Placement courses,
International Baccalaureate, or similar programs are not considered transfer students.
Transfer students will be assigned to a cohort based on their initial date of enrollment as a
degree-seeking undergraduate student at Shawnee State University.
4) Continuing Students
Students enrolled as degree-seeking students at Shawnee State University prior to Fall
semester 201 8 are considered continuing students for purposes of assessing tuition and other
fees and are not covered by the Shawnee Advantage. Tuition and other fees are set annually
by the Board of Trustees for these students.
5) Re-Enrolling Students
Re-enrolling students are degree-seeking students who have a lapse of enrollment for one
academic term. not including summer semester. Re-enrolling students who were admitted
prior to Fall 2018 are not covered by the Shawnee Advantage and will pay tuition and
other fees associated with continuing students.
When a student originally assigned to a Shawnee Advantage cohort seeks to re-enroll after
any period of non-attendance and not more than four (4) academic years have elapsed since
the student's initial degree-seeking enrollment, that student wi 11 be assigned to the student's
original cohort for the balance of the cohort period. If four ( 4) or more academic years have
elapsed, then the re-enrolling student is assigned to the oldest unexpired cohort at Shawnee
State University.
6) Non-Degree Students
Students admitted or enrolled as non-degree-seeking students (students who are not
pursuing an undergraduate degree or have not been admitted as a degree-seeking student at
Shawnee State University) are not covered by the Shawnee Advantage and will not be
assigned to a cohort unless the student is subsequently admitted and enrolls as a degreeseeking student. Tuition for non-degree seeking students (including conditionally
admitted students, such as exchange students or students enrolled in Bridge to Success or
College Credit Plus programs) will continue to be set annually by the Board of Trustees.
Once a student is admitted as a first-time, degree-seeking student, the student will be
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assigned to the cohort based on the semester in which the student first enrolled as a degreeseeking student.
C. UNDERGRADUATEDEGREES
The Shawnee Advantage covers undergraduate degree-seeking students. Shawnee State
University offers both associate' s and bachelor' s degrees at the undergraduate level.
I) Associate's Degree
An associate' s degree requires the completion of a minimum of60 semester credit hours.
Students pursuing an associate's degree wi ll be provided the Shawnee Advantage cohort
rate for the full 4 years. Students who complete associate' s degrees may continue with
their education and pursue bachelor's degrees as a part of their Shawnee Advantage.
2) Bachelor's Degree
A bachelor's degree requires the completion of a minimum of 120 semester credit hours.
Students completing bachelor' s degree programs requiring more than 120 hours can
request an extension of the guaranteed cohort period following the procedures outlined in
Section H below. A list of bachelor degree programs and degrees requiring more than 120
hours are provided on the University' s website.
D. CHARGES INCLUDED IN THE SRAWNEE ADV ANTAGE
I) Tuition is the sum of the in-state undergraduate instructional fee and general fee. Under the
Shawnee Advantage, tuition is set each academic year for twelve ( 12) consecutive semesters
for each entering fall cohort. Full-time undergraduate students (students enrolled in 12 to 18
credit hours) pay no additional tuition regardless of the number of hours enrolled. Part-time
students (students enrolled in fewer than 12 credit hours) pay tuition on a prorated, per-credit
hour basis. Students who are enrolled in greater than 18 credit hours pay additional tuition on a
prorated, per-credit hour basis.
a) Instructional Fee
These are the guaranteed in-state instructional costs that first-time degree-seeking
students will pay. Each incoming cohort is charged its guaranteed resident rate for
twelve consecutive semesters.
b) General Fee
These are campus fees charged to all students for non-instructional services and
programs on campus, such as health education and services, recreation, athletics,
course-related technology, career services,, student-life, facilities, and student
activities.
2) Study Abroad and Domestic Travel Fees
The instructional and general fees for travel courses will be included in the Shawnee
Advantage. Additional fees (e.g., flights, activity fees. hotel accommodations, etc.) are not
part of the Shawnee Advantage.
3
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3) Housing and Meal Plans
Housing and Meal Plan charges are the guaranteed rates for Shawnee State's housing and
meal plan options. Students pay a fee based on the housing and meal plan selected. The
selected schedule of fees and options are guaranteed for each cohort for twelve
consecutive semesters.
a) Housing Rates
The Shawnee Advantage includes a guaranteed price schedule for housing that represents
the housing options available to undergraduate students. The rate charged to the student is
based upon the student's selected or assigned residence building (e.g., Campus View, Cedar
House, University Town.house, etc.) and room type, (e.g.. private room or double room). If
a student changes housing during the cohort period, the rate charged to the student will be
adjusted based on the guaranteed price schedule that is in effect throughout the student's
cohort period. Under the Shawnee Advantage, housing rates include basic residential
housing connectivity and programming.
b) Meal Plan Rates
The Shawnee Advantage establishes a schedule of meal plan rates that are guaranteed to
each cohort throughout the four-year period of the guarantee. The actual cost to each
student will be based on the meal plan in which they are enrolled each semester. While
meal plan prices will remain guaranteed during the cohort period, individual meal items
and merchandise in retail locations are subject to price changes. Students are responsible
for the cost of adding optional flex dollars to their meal plan.

E. CHARGES NOT INCLUDED IN THE SHAWNEE GUARANTEE
I)

Beginning with the fall 2019 Shawnee Advantage cohort, undergraduate course and
special program fees are not included in the guarantee. These additional per-credit or persemester charges are applied only to those students enrolled in the applicable course or
program. These funds support specialized academic services that are essential to the delivery
of a specific course or program. The list of course fees and program fees are reviewed
annually and may be modified as a result of this review. Course fees and Program fees are
available on the University's website. The guaranteed course fees and program fees set for the
fall 2018 cohort will continue to apply to that cohort.

2)

Beginning with the fall 2019 Shawnee Advantage cohort, the undergraduate non-resident
surcharge is not included in the guarantee. This charge is assessed annually and may be
modified depending on market demands. The guaranteed non-resident surcharge rate set for
the fall 2018 cohort will continue to apply to that cohort.

3)

Service charges and tines incurred by students such as printing fees and library and
parking fines will vary from year to year and are not included in the Shawnee Advantage.

4)

Workshops, student health insurance, textbooks, copier charges, computer software and
hardware. access to optional residential housing internet services, and personal school
supplies are not included in the Shawnee Advantage.

5)

All other fees, fines, and costs related to attending Shawnee State University not
specifically identified as part of the Shawnee Advantage are excluded from the guaranteed
4
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cohort price and are subject to price changes. While such costs are excluded, Shawnee State
University will seek to limit increases to the extent feasible.
6)

F.

Online tuition rates set for programs that are delivered exclusively online are not included
in the Shawnee Advantage.

COHORT PRICING BEYOND THE INITIAL YEAR
I)

Once the initial cohort tuition price is established, subsequent cohort tuition increases will be
based on:
a) The average rate of inflation, as measured by the consumer price index prepared by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States Department of Labor (all urban
conswners, all items), for the previous sixty-month period; and
b) The percentage amount the Ohio General Assembly restrains increases on in-state
undergraduate Instructional and General Fees for the applicable fiscal year. If the
General Assembly does not enact a limit on the increase of in-state undergraduate
instructional and general fees, then no limit shall apply under this section for the cohort
that first enrolls in any academic year for which the General Assembly does not
prescribe a limit.
c) This rate of increase will be benchmarked against other State of Ohio four-year
institutions' four-year rolling cost averages to account for the impact of the cohort
pricing model on tuition changes. If Shawnee State University' s cohort tuition pricing
for Ohio residents falls significantly below these institutions Shawnee State University
may elect to submit for approval by the Chancellor of the Department of Higher
Education an increase in the forthcoming cohort pricing in excess of the state limitation
for Ohio residents.

2)

Other increases in successjve cohort pricing, including the non-resident tuition surcharge,
program fees, course fees, housing and meaJ plan charges are not subject to the pricing
formula set forth above and will be detennined by the Shawnee State University Board of
Trustees, in accordance with Ohio law.

G. EXCEPTIONS TO ST ANDA RD LENGTH OF COHORT
The Shawnee Advantage is for four (4) academic years commencing with the Fall Semester. Some
students may require additional semesters beyond the four (4) academic years to complete their
baccalaureate degree and will continue to attend Shawnee State University beyond their cohort
period. When certain exceptions are met, as described below. students may extend their guaranteed
price beyond their g1iaranteed cohort period. A student must apply for an exception no later than
one semester prior to the expiration of their cohort period. Students with approved exceptions will
be granted additional courses at their guaranteed cohort price. The specific courses or length of the
exception will be determined as part of any approval.
Students who remain at Shawnee State University beyond their approved cohort period and have not
been granted an exception will automatically be placed into the cohort that went into effect the year
after their assigned cohort (cohoit + I). The student will remain in that cohort for up to one year and
if still enrolled after that cohort expires, will be placed into the next cohort (cohort +2) for the next
year and so on until the student is no longer enrolled.
5
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H. APPLYING FOR AN EXCEPTION

There will be some students who will take longer than their guaranteed cohort period to graduate
due to circumstances beyond their control. No later than one semester prior to the expiration of
their guaranteed cohort tenn, a student may request, an extension of his or her guaranteed cohort
price. Each case will be evaluated on its own merits to determine whether an extension should
be granted and if so, the nature and duration of any extension.
I) A Shawnee Advantage Appeals Committee will evaluate requests for exceptions. The
appeal must fall within extenuating circumstances established by the Appeals
Committee as described below.
a) If the Appeals Committee finds that the student cannot complete the degree program
within the four ( 4) academic years of the student's cohort due solely to a lack of
available classes or space in classes provided by the University, the University will
provide the student with an opportunity to take the necessary course or courses
without requiring the payment of tuition.
b) Other circumstances that will be considered for an extension of the guaranteed cohort
price beyond the four academic years, depending on the val idity and impact of the
circumstances, include:
1.

11.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Enrollment in a degree program requiring more than 120 hours to graduate

1llness or injury

Disability that necessitates a reduced course load as a reasonable
accommodation
Medical leave of absence
Victim of interpersonal violence or crime while enrolled
Participation in a co-op or internship for one or more semesters
Study abroad for one or more semesters (excluding summer semester)

c) If t he Appeals Committee determines that the student has provided sufficient
documentation of extenuating circumstances that were outside the control of the
student and prevented the student from completing the student's program of study
during the assigned cohort period, the Appeals Committee will determine the
appropriate period of time or number of courses to extend the guaranteed cohort
price.
d) Any student who graduates with a bachelor' s degree from Shawnee State University
within four (4) years and earns a final GPA of3.5 or above may apply for an additional
fifth (5 th ) year of guaranteed cohort rate for the purposes of completing one or more
additional undergraduate degrees. The Appeals Committee will base its determination
on the feasibi lity of the student completing an additional undergraduate degree within
the one ( 1) year extension.
e) Any students caJJed to active duty in the United States Anned Services will be given an
automatic extension of their guaranteed cohort price based upon the number of
academic terms impacted by the student's active duty absence.
I. STUDENTS WHO WITHDRAW AND RETURN

If a student takes a leave. withdraws, or is judicially suspended from Shawnee State University for
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one or more academic semesters, the four (4) academic year period covered by the guaranteed
cohort price will not be extended. As a result, the student will lose the term(s) of eligibility while
absent within the four (4) academic year cohort period. When the student re-enrolls, if four (4)
academic years have not lapsed since the student's initial degree-seeking enrollment, then the
student will be charged the guaranteed rate based on his or her original cohort for the balance of
the cohort period. If four (4) or more academic years have passed, then the re-enrolling student is
assigned to the oldest unexpired cohort at Shawnee State University (as described in section F,
above).
J. GRADUATE COURSES
Graduate-level coursework is not covered by the Shawnee Advantage. Graduate-level courses
are assessed at the current graduate tuition rate.

K. DISSEMINATION
The terms of the Shawnee Advantage, along with guaranteed cohort prices, will be widely
disseminated including through the Shawnee State University Website, the Student Business
Center, Student Success Center, and the Clark Memorial Library.

L. DISCONTINUATION
Should Shawnee State University discontinue the Shawnee Advantage guaranteed tuition program,
all students currently in a guaranteed tuition cohort will continue at that guaranteed tuition rate
until the exhaustion of their guaranteed four years. Students who remain at Shawnee State
University beyond their approved cohort period and wbo have not been granted an exception will
automatically be subject to the new tuition model adopted by Shawnee State University.
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RESOLUTION F02-19
AUTHORIZING BOARD CHAIR TO EXECUTE AN
ADDENDUM TO THE
INTERIM PRESIDENT EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

WHEREAS, on January 9, 2019, the Board Chair and Interim President Dr. Jeffrey
Bauer executed an Interim President Employment Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the aforementioned Agreement addressed various terms and
conditions of Dr. Bauer' s employment, including housing payments; and
WHEREAS, it was and is the Board 's intent that these payments fuJly compensate
Dr. Bauer's housing expenses after all federal, state, and local taxes and other required
withholdings (''necessary withholdings") were made from the payments;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees of Shawnee State
University hereby authorizes the Board Chair to execute the attached addendum with Dr.
Jeffrey A. Bauer.

(February 8, 20 19)

ADDENDUM TO
INTERIM PRESIDENT EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
This addendum clarifies the Interim President Employment Agreement
(''Agreement") between The Board of Trustees of Shawnee State University (the ·'Board")
and Dr. Jeffrey A. Bauer ("Dr. Bauer''), which was fully executed on January 9, 2019.
WH EREAS, pursuant to Section 8.1 of the Agreement, the University agreed to
make full payment toward Dr. Bauer's residential lease expenses and related specified
living expenses (collectively ·'housing expenses") at a rate ofnot more than Two Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00) per month; and
WHEREAS, it was and is the Board's intent that these payments fully compensate
Dr. Bauer·s housing expenses after all federal, state, and local taxes and other required
withholdings were made from the payments. resulting in the net monthly payment to Dr.
Bauer of approximately $2,500.00;
NOW, THEREFORE, the Board agrees that the University w ill structure its
payments to Dr. Bauer under Section 8.l in a manner such that its monthly payments will
result in a net payment of Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00) after all
federal, state, and local taxes and other required withholdings have been deducted; and
All other terms and conditions of the Interim President Employment Agreement,
executed on January 9, 2019, shall remain in full force and effect.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Addendum is executed to be effective as of the date
of the final signature below.

SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
Francesca Hartop
Chairperson, Board of Trustees
Date:

-----------

Dr. Jeffrey A. Bauer
lnterim Pres ident
Date:

- - -- - -- - - - -

2019 Reserves
Date

[

Withdrawals

July 2018

$1,500,000

December 2018

$1,000,000

January 2019
Expected June 2019

Cash Reserve Balance as of
December 31, 2018 = $10,546,269

$500,000
$1,500,000

1
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~
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uivalents
TIAA Cash Deposit Account
Total Cash Equivalents

Fixed Income
U.S. Treasury Obligations
U.S. Government Agencies

Corporate Bonds
DFA Inflation Protected SEC Fund
Total Fixed Income

Domestic Equit,
TIAA-CREF Large Cap Value Index Fund
TIAA-CREF Large Cap Growth Index Fund
AMG MG Fairpointe Mid Cap Fund
Nationwide Geneva Mid-Cap Growth Fund
Nuveen NWQ Small Cap Value Fund
Wasatch Small Cap Growth Fund
TIAA-CREF Small Cap Blend Index Fund
Cohen & Steers Real Estate Fund
VanQuard REIT Index Fund
Total Domestic Eauitv
International Equi1
!Shares Core MSCI EAFE ElF Fund
DFA Emerging Markets Portfolio Fund
DFA Emerging Markets Small Cap Fund
MFS International New Discovery Fund
OFA International Small Cap Value Fund
Total International Equitv

$775,344

7.4%

$775,344

7.4%

I

1.0%

12.0%
4.7%

I

30.0%

1,267,379
496,903
1,235,882
$1,532,430
$4,532,594

11.7%
14.5%
43.0%

$1,003,104
$955,121
$487,521
$513,207
$89,797
$108,825
$93,368
$141 ,147
$140,368
$3,532,458

9.5%
9.1%
4.6%
4.9%
0.9%
1.0%
0.9%
1.3%
1.3%
33.5%

10.0%
9.0%
5.0%
5.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
2.0%
2.0%
36.0%

$941 ,545
$214,038
$202,557
$187,590
$160,143
$1,705,873
$5,238,331

8.9%
2.0%
1.9%
1.8%
1.5%
16.2%

10.0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
18.0%

I
I

15.0%
45.0%

1tzm.uar.f.fr.t!mt.tf.a.+.1.m

I

TIAA

Current Portfolio
Cash. 7.4¼

Equity, 49.7%

I

lnecome,
43.0%

I

Target Portfolio

Equity
54%

Cash
1%

Fixed

Income
45%

1

Status
Construction/Renovation Projects
as of January 31, 2019
PROJECT

STATUS

PROJECT BUDGET

FUNDING SOURCE

Library/CFA HVAC Renovation

• Engineer short-list developed (4 firms); selection by end of February, 2019

$1,100,000

State Capital

Kricker Innovation Hub

• Grant secured. Draft RFQ completed November, 2018 (pending legal review)

$3.4 million (est.)

Grants/Capital/Private

RHODES - PHASE II

• Design complete.
(student recreation areas, student & coach engagement areas, etc.)
• Advertised January, 2019; construction March, 2019

Under Review

Bond proceeds

ATC - Phase IV

• Reviewing scope of project
(complete 1st floor, renovations to classrooms/labs on 2 nd & 3rd floors,
relocation of motion capture lab, upgrade mechanical systems)
• Tentative construction Summer, 2019

<ci

f

TBD

State Capital

Board of Trustees
Finance and Administration Committee
February 8, 2019

PERSONNEL ACTIVITY October- December 31, 2018

Shawnee State University

Employment Status

Personnel Action
From

Name

Effective

Comments

To

AppolnttMnts

Nt!W Hire

Career Advisor

Aust in Raines

Admissions Associate

James Weaver

Bachelor of Arts, experience with student advising,
10/15/18 previous EOC Coordinator, AVISO training and TENCO
Caree r Center Training.

Masters of Rehabilitation Counseling, 13 years of
11/07/18 experience working as the Disability Coordinator and
recent career SSU retiree.

Program Director, Upward Bound
Math Science

Gabriel Brown

Masters of Science in Social Administration, served as
chairperson on the Scioto County Health Coalition and
11/19/18
Portsmouth Economic Development and Sustainability
Committee and taught as an adjunct for Shawnee.

Board of Trustees
Finance and Administration Committee

PERSONNEL ACTIVITY October-December 31, 2018

Shawnee State University

February 8, 2019
Employment Status

Personnel Action
From

Name

Effective

Comments

To

Change of Status Organlzotiono/
Realignment
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Box Office Representative, Vern
Riffe Center for the Arts

Manager, Vern Riffe Center for the
Arts

casey Thornberry

09/01/18 Position change with upgrade due to reorganization

Executive Assistant, Office of the
Provost

Executive Assistant, Office of the
President

Pamela Otworth

09/14/18 Posit ion change with upgrade due to reorganization

Vice President, Advancement &
External Affairs

Vice President, Advancement &
Institutional Relations

Eric Braun

09/14/18 Position reclassification due to reorganization

Executive Assistant, Office of the
President

Executive Assistant, Vice President of
Advancement & Institutional
Sandra Dudult
Relations

10/01/18 Position reclassification due to reorganization

Dean, Graduate Studies &
Assessment

Interim Vice President & Provost for
Academic Affairs

BeckyThlel

10/01/18 Position cha nge with upgrade due to reorganization

Coordinator, Transfer Student
Services

Assistant Director, Admissions

James Farmer

10/08/18

Position reclassification with upgrade due to
reorganization

Coordinator, Health Science
Admissions

Admissions Associate

Bobbie Massie

10/08/18

Position reclassification with u pgrade due to
reorganization

Coordinator, Student Life &
Multicultural Affairs

Senior Admissions Associate

Justin McMlllia n

10/08/18 Posit ion change with upgrade due to reorganization

Executive Assistant, Enrollment
Management & Student Affairs

Senior Admissions Associate

Tena Pierce

10/08/18

Position reclassification with upgrade due to
reorganization

Senior Admissions Associate

Eric Putnam

10/08/18

Position reclassification with upgrade due to
reorganization

Executive Director, Auxiliary &
Business Services

Bill Rockwell

10/15/18

Posit ion reclassi fication with upgrade due to
reorganization

Assist ant Director, Equipment &
Facilities
Director, University Business
Operations

Coordinator, Internal
Communications

Assistant Director, Annual Giving &
Donor Relations

Academic Administrative Assistant Executive Assistant, Office of the
II, Nursing
Provost

Amber Montavon

11/01/18 Position change with upgrade due to reorganization

Deborah Howell

11/05/18 Position change with upgrade due to reorganization

11/19/18

Position reclasslflcation with upgrade due to
reorganization

Chase Hiles

11/19/18

Position reclassiflcation with upgrade due to
reorganization

Payroll Coo rd Inator

Ashley Stewart

11/19/18

Business Integration Adviser

Ronald Hubbard

12/01/18

Manager, Payroll

Assistant Director, Financial Systems
Corey Culbertson
& Payroll

Budget Fellowship

Budget Systems Analyst

Payroll Fellowship

Positlon reclassification with upgrade due to
reorganization
Hours reduction from full-time to part-time due to
reorganization

Board ofTrustees
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PERSONNEL ACTIVITY October- December 31, 2018

Shawnee State University

Employment Status

Personnel Action
From

Name

Effective

Comments

To

Departures
VP for Enrollment M anagement &
Student Affai rs
Coordi nator, Academic Events &
Partnerships

Anne M arie Gillespie

10/01/lB Contract Termination

Mistie Spicer

10/09/18 Reduction in Force

Access Services & Outreach Librarian Zachary Lewis

10/26/18 Resignation

Academic Advisor

Brittany Corsaro

11/02/18 Resignation

Assistant Director, Facilities

Nathan Chamberlin

11/26/18 Reduction In Force

Analyst, Institutional Research &
Sponsored Program s

Megan Bolter

11/30/18 Red uction In Force

Ad missions & Onboarding Specialist

Nathanial Berry-Ordigan

12/09/18 Reduction in Force

Ad missions & Onboardlng Specialist

Emily Nickell

12/09/18 Reduction in Force

Administrator, Graduat e Center

Penny M erritt

12/31/18 Retirement (Effective 1/1/2019)

Federal Program Review
& State Financial Aid Audit
Update
Board of Trustees
Finance and Administration Committee
February 8, 2019
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• Federal Program Review October 29 - November 1, 2018
• First in history for SSU
• Assessed administration of Title IV
•

Review of thirty student financial aid files for the 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 academic years

• Assessed compliance with the Jeanne Clery Act, Drug-Free Schools and Community Act, and the
Department's general administrative regulations
• Audit included on-site interviews with representatives from: Financial Aid, Registrar, Academic Offices,
Admissions, and Finance

• Two findings:
• Federal Pell Grant funds required in a bank account identified for "federal funds"
• Consumer information consolidated onto a central website page {information was on a Financial Aid
web page}

• Both issues resolved; no penalties incurred

2
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• Ohio Department of Higher Education
• Audit completed in November 2018
• Regular statewide reviews
• Assessed compliance with federal and state reporting standards

• Nine data elements were reviewed for 100 students (900 records) for academic
year 2016-2017
• Student admission application, transcript, class schedule, statement of account

• Final report resulted in zero errors
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Thank you Madam Chairperson.
I am happy to report that we will be welcoming the new Governor, Mike DeWine, to our
campus on Tuesday. Governor DeWine has an education and access agenda that is aligned well
with our mission. We are excited about his visit and look forward to demonstrating SSU's
importance to southern Ohio's future. Governor DeWine will be joined by the Senior Vice
Chancellor of ODHE, Mike Duffey.
We are currently developing a formal enrollment plan that will include metrics that will serve as
the foundation for setting annual goals. That plan will be presented to the Board before the end
of the fiscal year. I think it' s worth emphasizing that the University has made significant
progress in just a few short months toward implementing a set of tactics designed to increase
enrollment. Overall, we will achieve enrollment growth through employing:
•

expanded marketing and advertisement,

•

more boots {recruiters) on the ground {including our most talented and dedicated
personnel guiding recruitment),

•

a greater presence in regional high schools and persistence in recruiting local and
regional students,

•

aggressive follow-up with prospects,

•

and a personal touch with all would-be students - our standard and pledge.

In addition to increasing our traditional student numbers, we are intent on diversifying our
student body through increased attention to international recruitment, especially international
student-athletes, and online students. This past week, we had a lunch-time panel presentation
by six of our International Students -from the Netherlands, Tunisia, Pakist an, India, and Great
Britain. They praised SSU as a supportive, welcoming institution with excellent programs. They
found it easy to make friends and to feel part of the Shawnee family. It left me with optimism
that we can increase our international population and, in doing so, we can increase cultural
diversity and enhance the educational environment at SSU. We have begun various outreach
activities, including a recent trip to the Netherlands, in order to increase our international
student population.
We are making progress but, as I stated at the December meeting, we will continue to provide
you with a realistic and not optimistic updates on our fall enrollment. We are now expecting a
significant increase with our freshman class but we are saddled with a couple of years of small
freshmen cohorts that will have to work their way through the system. I fully expect our online
programs to be an important factor in growth but we are not going to include this in any of our
projections until we have greater assurances of their impact.
New programming- SSU is moving forward with a proposal for our first doctoral program. Also
moving forward with our first satellite campus/program. We have an ongoing dialog with SSCC
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in order to improve our partnership and with the intent on developing a student pipeline to SSU
for each of their campuses.
As I mentioned to you in my report in December, we are getting extraordinary efforts by our
faculty and staff in this time of great challenge. I am reminded of the importance of these
efforts when we recognized Tom Stead this morning who was awarded Professor Emeritus.
Tom was such an important part of the early academic development of the University and
continues to share his talents with our students. Our primary goal at SSU is providing a high
quality education, preparing students for success through education, and we will continue to
keep that goal in mind as we address the challenges of the higher education environment.
I would also like to highlight the accomplishments of our graduates. Tonight we honor four
new inductees into the SSU Hall of Fame. Outstanding student-athletes Heather KoehlerDowning (Volleyball), Tyler Morgan (Basketball), Tiffany Shanks-Moore (Softball), and a very
special Golden Bear, Yvonne Bowman, who will receive the Ralph Kavanaugh Home Team
Award.
On a very sad note, you were all notified that one of our students, Jaakko Naayers, died in one
of our residential housing units in late January. Jaakko was only on our campus for a week. By
all accounts, he was an all-around, first-class young man. A week ago, I had the opportunity to
talk to his parents, who were obviously grieving his loss as we are. I was so impressed with
their strength in dealing with this profound tragedy. They told me that they were very
appreciative of the University' s conduct and assistance. Our thoughts and prayers are with
Jaakko's family and friends.
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University Faculty Senate President Remarks

Friday, February 8th, 2019 Board of Trustees Meeting
Last Friday, the Teaching and Learning Center conducted an assessment workshop to address some of

the concerns raised in the Higher Learning Commission's (HLC's) draft report. The workshop was well
attended and t he Teaching and Learning Center will follow that workshop with another to make sure we
continue to make progress on addressing the HLC's concerns.
The Senate will be quite busy in the coming months. We will pass recommendations on the university's
Strategic Enrollment Plan and the Credit Hour Policy required by HLC. The Senate will also consider
amendments to its constitution, a resolution on free speech and academic freedom, academic program
closures, a textbook selection policy-required by the State of Ohio, and an academic forgiveness policy.
The Faculty Senate leadership has also identified some goals and initiatives to pursue in the coming
months. They include collaborating with our academic adm inistrators to develop feedback processes for
administrators in Academic Affairs, designing materials that can help faculty and other stakeholders
navigate the curriculum approval process, and improving the Senate website to make it more of a
resource for faculty rather than a place for storage.
We're also excited about some upcoming event s I' d like to share with you:
•

Faculty Festival of Achievement. The Teaching and Learning Center has organized the annual
Faculty Fest ival of Achievement and it'll take place on Tuesday, February 19th through Thursday,
February 21 st • A schedule of presenters should have been emailed to you and copies were made
available during the Academic and Student Affairs Committee meeting.

•

Celebration of Scholarship. The Celebration of Scholarship will take place March 27-28 this year
and we're looking forward to the Trustee's dinner on Wednesday the 27 th and the diverse and
excellent presentations we've come to expect from Celebration of Scholarship.

•

Black Panther Conference. As I mentioned at the October Board meeting, Shawnee State will
host a conference on t he film and graphic novel series, Black Panther. The event will take place
on April 19th and 20th , and it is a collaboration with the Department of English and Humanities
and El Colegio de Mexico in Mexico City. Earlier this week, the conference organizers learned
that the keynote address for the conference would be delivered by historian and author Todd
Stevens Burroughs who has written about Marvel Comics and Black Panther.

•

On the horizon we have the second biennial Symposium on Appalachian Studies in the Digital
Age which will take place from October 31st to November 2nd . The theme for the symposium is
"Recovering Appalachia" and Dr. Elizabeth Catte, author of What You Are Getting Wrong About
Appalachia will deliver the keynote.

That's the news from the University Faculty Senate. With the chair's permission I' ll take any questions or
comments you might like to share with faculty.

